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CONNELL SURVIVES DEMOTION
Senior goaltender accepts back-up role after starting for two years;
Unselfishly places emphasis on team play down the stretch
...seesports, p.7
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Weather

High 43s
Low 23c

Mercury
tests
begin
Court
decides
fate
BRIEFLY Fourth Amendment narrowed in drug case
Woman attacked:

Voting 7-2, the justices said police
may use the evidence seized when they
arrested a Riverdale, Md., man accused of armed robbery. The ruling
WASHINGTON - U.S. agents do not reinstated his conviction and 35-year
need warrants for searches in other prison sentence.
countries, the Supreme Court ruled
Th'.- court said police may search
Wednesday in a decision seen as bol- throughout a house when they have a
stering the fight against drug smug- reasonable suspicion there is a hidden
Sers and terrorists — and perhaps aid- danger to the arresting officers —even
g the prosecution of ousted Panaman- if authorities lack a search warrant or
ian leader Manuel Noriega.
probable cause to believe there is a
By a 6-3 vote, the justices upheld the danger.
warrantless search of the home of a
In a third ruling, the court said states
suspected Mexican drug smuggler.
may make the death penalty the only
Foreigners living abroad do not have punishment for some murderers withthe same rights as U.S. citizens or out violating the Constitution's ban on
aliens living here, the court said.
mandatory death sentences. The court,
In another decision, the court gave by a 5-4 vote, upheld a Pennsylvania
police broad new authority to conduct law.
sweeping searches in this country after
making arrests in private homes.
a See Decision, page 3.
by James H. Rubin
Associated Press writer

CAMPUS
A

female

University student was attacked
between University and Hanna halls
Tuesday night.
Police said the victim was
approached from behind by unknown
persons —possibly more than one —
who covered her head with a
pillowcase, threw her to the ground
and kicked her head and ribs.
The victim reported the attack to
police at about 11 p.m. Tuesday, but
she refused medical treatment. The
incident remains under investigation
by the University Police Department.

Farakhan film: The members
of Young Men of Black Alliance are
sponsoring a film about Muslim
leader Louis Farakhan tonight at 7:30
in 220 Math Science.
A representative of the Nation of
Islam will be present for the question
and answer session following the film.

STATE
Electric chair favored:

The House voted 68-29 Wednesday to
override Gov. Richard Celeste's veto
of a bill giving prisoners under death
sentence in Ohio the choice of a lethal
injection instead of the electric chair.
The unscheduled vote came at the
request of the sponsor, Rep. Ronald
Mottl, R-Parma, who mustered eight
more votes than the three-fifths
majority required to override a veto
by the governor.
Celeste, a longtime opponent of
capital punishment, issued a
statement in which he expressed
disappointment over the House
action.
"I stand by my veto which calls for
a thoughttul and fundamental review
of the way we look at criminal justice
in Ohio," he said.
Reuven Carlyle, Celeste's press
secretary, said the governor
otherwise referred to his earlier veto
message in which he denied
allegations that lethal injections are
more humane because "the results
are the same."
Mottl did not indicate whether he
has enough support in the Senate to
duplicate the House's action. At least
20 of the 33 senators would have to
vote to override for the bill to become
law over Celeste's objections.
Celeste vetoed the legislation on
July 3,1989, saying he was opposed to
capital punishment.
Ohio has about 100 prisoners,
including four women, who have been
sentenced to death and are awaiting
the outcome of appeals.
The state has not had an execution
since the early 1960s.

NATION
Quake hits L.A.: A strong

earthquake rattled the Los Angeles
area Wednesday afternoon. There
were no immediate reports of damage
or injury.
The 3:42 p.m. quake, however, was
felt through a wide region of the area,
and followed by about three hours a
smaller quake east of Los Angeles in
the community of Upland.
The quake was felt as far north as
Santa Barbara nearly 100 miles
northwest of Los Angeles and as far
south as San Diego, ISO miles to the
south.

HISTORY
On this date: The women's

basketball team clinched its third
straight Mid-American Conference
title in 1989.
The Falcons clobbered Eastern
Michigan 73-59, improving their
record to 23-3 and undefeated in the
MAC.
Megan McGuire made 50 percent of
her shots and scored 22 points.
Senior Jackie Motycka, who scored
15 points and had 10 rebounds, was
amazed at the third title.
Compiled from local and wire reports

by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

A local firm has been hired by University officials to handle Saturday's
discovery of a mercury spill in Overman Hall, while geology classes formerly meeting in that building continue to be scheduled elsewhere.
Consolidated Environmental Services, a hazardous materials management firm from Perrysburg, O. currently is testing to determine air and
surface contamination levels, Director
of Public Relations Clifton Boutelle
said.
Procedures for cleaning up the spill
will be determined after tests are completed. Boutelle said.
Environmental Services representatives refused to comment about the potential health risks and several phone
calls made to Vice President of Opera-

tions Robert Martin's office were not
returned.
"Apparently, the mercury has been
there tor many years," Boutelle said.
"Probably a thermometer was broken
while washing and the mercury has
been kept liquid by the water in the
traps."
Workers have determined the spill
occurred either Thursday or Friday
and estimates have placed the amount
of mercury between two and eight
pounds, he said.
The recent cold weather has helped
the workers by keeping the mercury in
liquid form, Boutelle said. Mercury is
poisonous only when breathed as a gas.
According to Boutelle, estimates are
not yet available on the cost of cleaning
the spill.
The discovery of the mercury led to
the evacuation of the south section of
D See Spill, page 4.

Pro-lifer says
women are
uninformed
by Wynne Everett
city writer

Calling for the elimination of legal
abortion, a local woman compared the
right to have an abortion to the right to
own slaves.
Doris Whatley. of the Toledo Foundation for Life spoke to a group in Prout
Chapel last night on "how the abortion
rights movement targets and exploits
black women."
"A pre-born child is considered property — not a legal person," Whatley
said. "I take exception to that. I was
considered property. My ancestors
were considered property/'
Whatley said much of the faulty logic
she believes pro-choice advocates employ comes from a self-centered attitude.
"Too many people have bought into
this 'dc-your-own-thing-as-long-asyou-don't-hurt-anybody mentality,"
she said. "We should never forget that
every time an abortion is performed,
someone dies."
Whatley said she believes women are
not adequately informed about the realities and dangers of abortion. She
also believes pregnant women are
counseled about other options.
"Whenever a pro-abortion person
says pro-choice they mean the choice to
kill because the girls are never counseled about the pro-life side."
Informed consent legislation is one
thing Whatley said she believes will ensure pregnant women are better informed about their choices.
"I would like for them to have been
told they could have put the baby up for
adoption," she said. "The only thing
the teen-age girl was ever told was
where to go to get an abortion.
"I would love to be able to have a
table right there next to the abortion
clinic where I could sit down with a
woman and discuss with her things like
adoption,' 'she said.
Whatley said she is disturbed by
abortion rights advocates who are particularly concerned that poorer black
women have access to abortions.
"I asked myself 'why is it these white
people want me to have these?" she
O See Abortion, page 6.

BG News/Mark Deckard

A Small Goal

Freshman Cralg Wittlg takes a shot at a milk crate he was using as a goal while practicing his street hockey skills on the
racquet courts across from Conklin Hall Wednesday afternoon. Wittlg took up street hockey about three years ago, and
said he practices "as a break from studying."

Job security bill considered Sandinistas halt
by James A. Tinker
staff writer

University instructors may obtain job security if
Faculty Senate approves a motion creating a permanent, but non-tenured lecture position.
Currently, full-time instructors are not allowed to
remain at the University more than five years, but
the Faculty Senate's Welfare Committee would like
to see that changed.
"I truly believe we need to address concerns in
areas that are no longer temporary," Committee
Chairwoman Genevieve Stang said.
A similar resolution was Introduced last spring,
but was tabled and forgotten.
The proposal on the senate's Tuesday agenda is intended to affect departments such as English, mathematics and foreign languages, where instructors
without doctoral degrees are needed on a permanent
basis.
To be recommended for the lecture position, educators must have a master's degree, or an equivalent, and they must have at least three years teach-

Contra attacks;
urge settlement

ing experience at the University.
"Lecturers generally will be faculty members who
provide instructional services to the University in
basic skills courses at the general education level, or
— rarely — in specialized courses," the proposal
states.
Lecturers will not be tenured, but nevertheless,
only will be dismissed if their teaching skills are
inadequate or if "there is a reduction, demonstrated
over a period of two years, in demand for those
courses, the resolution explains.
If dismissed, lecturers will be given a year's notice.
"There always will be a need for flexibility in
meeting instructional needs," Stang said.
Reasons for creating the position include keeping
University faculty competitive with other institutions, encouraging academic freedom and program
excellence through continuity.
If the resolution fails, staffing of many undergraduate courses will worsen, the proposal states.
The resolution is not a staffing cure-all, but should

MANAGUA, (AP) — Nicaragua — President Daniel Ortega declared a halt to attacks on the Contras
Wednesday and called again on the United States to
help dismantle the rebel force.
President-elect Violeta Barrios de Chamorro, who
joined Ortega on Tuesday in asking the U.S.-backed
Contras to put down their arms, praised his move as
a step forward.
"The causes of civil war in Nicaragua have disappeared," Chamorro told a news conference.
"Tnere is no reason for war."
She said the Contras, most of them based in neighboring Honduras, "must lay down their weapons and
come home to work for the reconstruction of Nicaragua."
Ortega said in a statement that he ordered all

D See Suiting, page 3.

D See Contras, page 6.
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Awareness can
be year-round
Over but not forgotten.
With the beginning of a new month, we leave
behind February which was Black History Month,
but over should not be forgotten. Too often in the
United States people only remember things during
a designated period.
We're only thankful on Thanksgiving and we're
only patriotic on the Fourth of July, but that is not
the way it should be. Even though Black History
Month is over, we should not forget what it means.
Realizing the heritage of blacks and being conscious of people's feelings different than your own
should be a year-round occurrence.
The reason for having certain months, weeks and
years set aside to remember specific things is an
excellent attempt at making people aware. Unfortunately, it normally only lasts during the designated time span.
However, a little understanding is better than
none. During Black History Month, University students were able to participate in a variety of cultural events they may never have done otherwise.
Some activities students could have participated in
included the Harlem Renaissance dinner theater.
African dancers, jazz artists as well as a number of
guest lecturers.
. Hopefully, many students benefited as a result of
ithe events during Black History Month and perhaps
even a few will practice some of the things learned
throughout the year, not just in February.

Baseball fans
hope for best
An awful lot of hard-core baseball fans are getting nervous. What if major-league ball
players and team owners cannot resolve their dispute, and part or all of 1990 baseball season is never
played?
However, as befits this era, a hard-nosed look at
the pocketbook consequences of the present lockout
ougnt to prove more persuasive than the wistful
hopes of mere fans.
A key issue hanging up the talks is whether the
owners will achieve changes in the salary arbitration system. That is a critical matter to costconscious owners who do not want further escalation of salaries.
May the ball players and the owners share a nostalgia for the national pastime with a keen appreciation of the squeeze on their bank accounts if they
both remain bull-headed in the days and weeks
ahead.
A spring and a summer without baseball? Say it
ain't so!
reprinted courtesy of the Toledo Blade
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Wake up and go to sleep
How would you like to escape
from reality for hours at a time.
This buzz will refresh you and
actually make you healthier. It
won't cost you a dime and you'll
have uncontrollable hallucinations with few side effects.
Unfortunately, addiction is
guaranteed and irritability is
common when people interrupt
devotion to this natural trip.
Interested — in sleep?
The nightly frontier is a twofaced, pillow-crease marked oddity I love, yet hate. Sleep is so
very tempting — a lush, replenishing escape from reality. But
what a hassle!
"Wake up Jimmy or you'll
miss the schoolbus, I heard as
a little student.
As a big student I hear, "Get
the hell outta bed! Are you
gonna sleep your life away?"
Would that be so wrong!
Sleep is a necessary evil I
would be glad to do without. We
sleep about a third of our lives
away, when instead we could be
runnning, lumping, singing,
learning and loving.
There is so much we could get
done, or effectively blow off until the last minute, if we didn't
have to catch some ZZZs every
night. I've heard Thomas
Edison disliked sleeping and
would get by on little cat naps
here and there.
I'm not positive if Mr. Inven-

Responsible romance
is goal of R&R week
To the Editor:
As members of the "Romance
and Responsibility" Week
committee, we feel we must respond to the articles in The BG
News regarding the "implied"
non-observance of "National
Condom Week" by the University. Although NCW is important,
we believe there are other issues
that also need to be addressed
concerning sexual behaviors.
Since the beginning of the semester, our committee, comprised of students, faculty and
staff, have been planning an extensive sexual health campaign.
The result has been a week-long
observance of "Romance and
Responsibility," which will be
held until March 2, in lieu of
National Condom Week.
We believe that increasing
students' awareness of safe sexual behaviors, including abstinence, proper condom use, and
responsible decision-making regarding drugs and alcohol are

tor slept like this, but I've tried
it myself and there are pros and
cons.
One benefit is being able to
take a breather from daily
chores and come back refreshed
and ready to go. However, an

Viewpoint
by
-.—..- t
James A A™
Tinker
columnist
even better result of intermittent napping is dream intensity.
Talk about wild.
Last week I hit the sack after
being up for two days and the
dream dudes were ready.
My eyes close gently and pictures of the day race by my
mind like images outside a hurtling freight train. My breathing
becomes heavy and steady, like
the chugging of an engine with a
distant destination.
I'm sitting on a fire escape

areas that need attention instead of just using condoms. In
order to prevent unwanted
pregnancies and the spread of
AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases, people need to
be responsible in their romance
and practice safe sexual behaviors, which is the focus of this
week.
Abstinence is the best way to
protect one's self from disease
or pregnancy, but if this is not a
choice for a person there are
ways one can be protected.
Learning how to effectively negotiate safe sexual behaviors
with a partner, using condoms
properly for every sexual encounter, and limiting one's alcohol and drug intake before engaging in sex are measures one
can take to be responsible in
romance.
Learn how to protect yourself,
your life is worth it.
Members of the "R and R"
committee
Jeff Agnoli, Co-chair from the
Student Wellness Center
Bev Davidson, Co-chair from
Student Health Services
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A way around the bells and
tweets is a clock radio. Unfortunately, those sooo cool morning
dj's are worse than a Sunday
morning hangover.
However, if you're trying to
cram 15 weeks of education into
one night you don't have to
worry about your alarm clock.
(Or larm clock as we say in
Suthrin 'Hio).
No matter how carefully you
set the little bugger, it'll never
go off and you'll sleep through
the darn exam.

outside the McFall Center. I
scan the parking lot and watch
an administrator climb into his
auto and rumble across town.
Amazingly I keep pace and follow him home. While rummaging through his garbage be
comes outside and it's ... it's
Napoleon!
After him," he roars.
.
I run and hide under a couch,
but an administrative tag team
finds me and (the rest is definitely for Freud). Suffice to say,
I find myself and Quasimodo
discussing the benefits of parttime teaching while ringing an
enormous school bell. Ding
dong. King dong. Bing bong.
Stupid alarm clock.
"Please don't wake me. No,
don't shake me. Leave me
where I am, I'm only sleeping."
That's what John Lennon had
to say when he was going on
about the wonders of the subconscious rollercoaster we call
sleep. Hopefully, for the rock
martyr's sake, he never had an
alarm clock from hell.
My clocks have bad karma.
The timekeepers I get don't
tick, they thump. They don't
ring, they scream, why do
alarm clocks have to be so damn
annoying? They're so horrible
with their incessant nyaah,
nyaah, nyaah or beeep, beeep,
beeep and worst of all, rrinnng,
rrriiing rriiingg.

Jim Tinker is a staff writer
and frequent contributor for The
News.

Cralg VkkJo, Ph.D., Councilins and Career Division
Chantel Avers, USG Senator
Kelly McCray, Student Activl-

ties
Carol Savage, Residence Life
Brian Lee, Lesbian and Gay
Alliance

So be a coffee achiever, and
put off sleep until it's a must.
Save up that REM and down it at
maximum intensity. Try and
vary your sack time, you'll be
such a productive grump.
Think about good ol' Dagwood
Bumstead. That dude is always
oversleeping, passed out on the
couch, late for work and generally clueless. On the other
hand, his wife is a watercolor
babe and she makes killer
sandwiches.
Anyway, don't let the bedbugs
bite and if you start to dream of
water slides, roaring waves,
cascading fountains, and erupting fire plugs — get outta bed.

Account policy wrong
To the Editor:
Concerning the article titled route.
Surely, students should be
"Privileges taken away for unpermitted to make necessary
paid bursar bills"
It is fully understood that cash transactions. It's outfreezing accounts encourages rageous that Martini even atpeople to pay off their debts. On tempted this system because in
the other hand, students should order for something such as this
be warned ahead of time. I re- to work. Students and adminsent Martini stating that "stu- strators must compromise. In
dents are informed many times this such case, the action taken
before a freeze is put on their is undoubtedly beneficial to the
account." Many people are adminstration, but what about
shocked to find out about this the students?
My only suggestion is that the
occurence, particularly those
people whose parents pay their necessary actions be taken rebills. Martini should learn the garding this matter. It is quite
facts before saying something in obvious to me that the possible
a campus newspaper. In addi- consequences of "seizing action, many people need to cash counts'' was not thought out
their checks in order to pay of} ahead of time. This is indefinitetheir bills. I strongly disagree ly the administration's job, not
with this policy and urge the the students.
Mark Weissf eld
administration to smarten up,
314 Off enhauer East
and think J *n alternative
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Graduate
exams aid
decisions

University
day
care
desired
Committee ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—Sons join
lobbies for ^^^^P^^^HflH^W mother
BG center H^^^i^^HlSS^wJ classroom
by Jeremy S. Weber

by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

staff writer

i

Students and faculty members
who double as parents often face
problems with their family's
schedules because of the lack of
University day care.
Bowling Green is one of a
handful of Ohio colleges which
does not provide day care for
children 01 students and faculty,
said Sally Kilmer, chairwoman
of a committee last year to study
the possibility of opening a University day care center.
"We recommended the University open a child care center
on the main campus by August,"
Kilmer said.
However, Kilmer said little
action has been taken on the
committee's proposal and the
center is not close to opening.
Several groups, including Undergraduate Student Government and Faculty Senate Committee are studying the issue.
Kilmer said one of the reasons
action has been delayed on the
center is the January resignation of several Faculty Senate
members, who were studying
the proposal.
"In the evolution of things, I

BG News/Joe P. Nunner
Student mother Terri DelGreco listens to her instructor, Ashwini Mathur, as her two boys, Eric and Brian
look on. The family attends class together due to the lack of a day care program at the University.

think it's important for everyone
to look at it," she said. "It's a
major expenditure and there are
some people who feel very
strongly against it."
Although Bowling Green has
no day care system, the University does sponsor the child development center, a preschool
for children ages 3 to 5.
Darby Sawyer, director of the
center, said day care is still
needed, however.

"We definitely need day care
for both students and faculty's
children," Sawyer said. "It's
something we need to do."
There are 41 children currently enrolled in the existing program, and there is a waiting list.
The committee's proposal
called for a child care center
which would hold 100 children
ranging in age from 6 weeks to

12 years, Kilmer said.
Kilmer said the committee
conducted a survey of University faculty and students which
revealed the most need for day
care comes from administration.
"There should be quality day
care available to meet the
different needs of students and
faculty and it should be readily
accessible," she said.

The lack of University day
care brought two new "students" into Statistics 115 Monday.
Student Terri DelGreco
brought two of her three sons,
Eric and Brian, to class with her
on their way to dentist appointments.
DelGreco, who commutes
from Napoleon three times a
week, said she took the children
out of necessity.
"I couldn't find a sitter and it
was easier to bring them to the
dentist on a day I had classes,"
she said.
However, she said student/parents should consider
taking their children to class
with them occasionally even if
they have other options.
"Before they came, the concept of college meant nothing to
them," she said. "I think now
they have some sense of how I
spend my time, and I think they
enjoyed themselves. Parents
ought to take their kids with
them at least one time."
D See Day Care, page 4.

Staffing

Decision
a Continued from page 1.
In the drug-smuggling case,
the court narrowed the Fourth
Amendment's protection
against unreasonable searches
and seizures.
Aliens are entitled to such
constitutional safeguards only
"when they have come within
the territory of the United States
and developed substantial connections with this country,"

Chief Justice William Rehnquist
said.
Without mentioning the Noriega case, Rehnquist said, "Situations threatening to important American interests may
arise halfway around the globe
... (that) require an American
response with armed force."
He added, "If there are to be
restrictions on searches and seizures which occur incident to
such American action."

D Continued from page 1.
ease a lot of tensions, according
to various faculty members.
Temporary full-time instructor Bonnie Fink who has been
pushing for more rights for instructors is pleased with the
resolution, but she has reservations.
"It's definitely a step in the

right direction," she said. "This
makes BG part of a solution to a
national problem."
Permanent jobs in the future
may be a morale booster for fulltime temporary instructors, but
part-time instructors may be
feeling left out and forgotten
again, she said.
"We've studied it all and come
up with a compromise that

Discover Kinko's
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Sunday Brunch Buffet - $5.75

Resume Package

Monday
Italian Chicken Breast - $4.00

ONLY $14.95
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One Page Typeset Resume
(ready for reproduction)

firobably nobody will like," Welare Committee member Larry
Dunning said. "There is simply
no way to give everybody the
ideal situation."
Part-time recommendations
will not be made for months, he
said, and Stang could not predict
when she expects recommendations for part-time faculty to be completed.

by Scott Geringer
reporter

Students interested in pursuing a master's after graduation
this spring need to start preparing for two standardized tests
which may determine the university they attend.
According to Suzy Hughes, associate director of graduate student services, the Graduate
Management Admission Test
and the Graduate Record Examination are the two prominent
measures for success in graduate school.
"Although it is too late to acquire an assistantship here, students can still take the GMAT
June 16 and be eligible for admission in the fall," she said.
"The tests are very important
for admission and thorough
preparation is neccessary."
The GMAT is a test of developed abilities intended to
provide admission officers with
one predictor of academic performance in the first year of
graduate management school.
The GMAT measures general
verbal and mathematical abilities which are developed over a
long period of time and are associated with success in the first
year of study at graduate
schools of management.
According to Mark Wellman,
director of graduate student
services, there is a misconception by students about the content of the GMAT.
"The test does not involve a
concentration of business topics
such as accounting and economics, but rather a measure of
analytical skills and critical
reasoning," he said. "What I
always tell students is the
GMAT is a very important indicator as well as undergrad
g.p.a. in the degree of success in
Sponsors of the GMAT provide
guides as well as software to
prepare for the test. Wellman
D See GMAT, page 4.
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STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Sweatpants
•5.00
(selected styles)

Jeans-n-Things
531 Ridge St.
(across from Mac. West, plenty of parking in rear.)
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Coalition hosts speakers
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Central American Issues addressed at regional conference
by Jill Novak
staff writer
To increase awareness of Central American issues, the Peace Coalition will host its
first regional conference on Central America on March 9-10, following a week long series of speakers.
All students and faculty at the University
and from Michigan, Indiana and Illinois universities are invited to attend the weekend
conference at no cost. During the conference
participants will have the opportunity to
interact with those directly involved in the
issues of the controversy and ambiguity surrounding Central American issues.
In addition, next week will be the first
"Central American Awareness Week,"
which will feature numerous speakers, a rally, and videotape presentation.
A Central American conference in Detroit
attended by Peace Coalition members spurred the idea for the week and conference,
along with the upcoming national demonstration on the issue in Washington, D.C.,
March 24, called "Call to Action, according

tured will be Paul Baker, Los Angeles
protector of El Salvadoran refugees and a
representative from Toledo Area Coalition
for Central America.
In addition, after the conference and
week, Jerome Stehpens, who recently returned from observing the Nicaraguan elections, will speak about his trip Tuesday,
March 13.
Awareness and sensitivity concerning
Central American issues is necessary because of the recent events there, such as the
killing of priests and the election in Nicaragua, Susan Plummer, involved in the committee for the program said.
There is a great deal of confusion about
these events, she added.
"There is a biased view of the U.S.
government stance on helping out Central
America." Plummer said. "(This conference) will give people the chance to give a
different view. Strauss said he hopes the
conference and week will become an annual
event at the University.
Students from other campuses will hopefully get to know each other and gain support
on the issue, he said.

to Tim Strauss, president of Peace Coalition.
The conference will be a sort of "builder
for the demonstration," he added.
The highlight of Friday's conference will
be the 7730 p.m. debate at United Christian
Fellowship about U.S. policy in Central
America, Strauss said.
The debate will make it easier to see the
Central American issue as a whole and students will be able to grasp the issue at the
beginning, he said, and "a lot of myths will
be dispelled."
A series of workshops starting at 11:00
a.m. Saturday include "Reality is Distorted." "What is the Truth about Panama?"
"Nicaragua," and "Central American
Refugees."
The conference will conclude with "exnote" speaker Steven Williams, of the Detroit Area Coalition for Central America,
speaking on "Why Should Americans be
Concerned about U.S. Policy in Central
America?" at 7:00 p.m. in 115 Education
Building.
A rally on Central America, at 11:30 a.m.
Thursday in the Union Oval will probably be
the highlight of the week, Strauss said. Fea-

Spill

BE A PART OF
THE TEAM...
RECYCLE!

O Continued from page 1.
the building at the beginning of
the week.
Meanwhile, 12 classes which
were meeting in the now-closed
area had been moved to temporary sites for Wednesday,
while 14 other classes for today
and Friday have been relocated.
"It has turned into a big inconvenience, but you get used to
it," said sophomore Scott Foth-

eringham, whose class was
moved to Prout Chapel. "It's really no big deal."
Geology professor Joseph
Mancuso said the closing has
caused confusion for his classes.
"I'm here (Prout Chapel) today, I'm giving a test in the Tech
Lab Friday and I don't know
where I'll be Monday," he said.
"We don't know from one day to
the next where we will be."
However, be believes the clos-
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Proudly Announces Our New Initiates
Matt Bowser
Mike Rumble
Kevin Coughlin
Bob Rutkowski
Ned Dale
Tod Sackella
Jeff Eichholz
Dave Snook
Eric Finn
Tim Stanton
Jeff Grisez
Rob Terris
Geoff Halsey
Bill Thacker
Bob Kollar
Dave Walczak
Kevin McCallum
Nate Willis
Mark Nead
Brett Wolford
Walt Ralph

Outstanding Pledge - Ned Dale
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Boomer Baker
Dave Burch
Greg Core
Jason Gerard
Sean McGowan

w
w
w
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Brian Moore
Ric Pintingolo
Bryan Theis
Mike Thompson
Jeff Wilson
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University instructors
wishing to become more
"friendly" with IBM and
Macintosh computers can
take advantage of free computer seminars this semester.
University Computer Services is offering seminars for
staff, faculty, and graduate
students who would like to
familiarize themselves with
Disc Operating System,
Multi-Mate, PC-File Plus,
Lotus 1-2-3 and other business-oriented programs.
Jon McKeeby, instructor
for several of the seminars,
said he tries to give the participants a working knowledge
of a specific program.
"Basically, we just start
them out with a program,"
McKeeby said, "we try to
teach the basics."
Jan Finn, a secretary for
the University Honors Program, said she can remember when the University
first adopted Multi-Mate as
the official word processing
program, adding the seminars gave her the opportunity to "get some hands on ex-

perience with Multi-Mate."
Nancy Winnick. a word
processing specialist in the
University placement office,
said she can remember when
they first started using computers in her office six years
ago.
"I was scared to death the
first time I saw the computers," she said. "The seminars
gave me information on what
the computer will do."
She said she believes if
someone is interested in the
seminars, they will get something out of them.
Both women agreed the
seminar instructors are concerned that each participant
will have a good working
knowledge when they leave
and offered expert advice to
help each participant become
familiar with the program.
Handouts, explaining the
basic steps involved in each
program, are available in the
faculty, staff, and graduate
student workroom in Hayes
Hall, McKeeby said.
Tutorial programs may
also be checked out from University Computer Services
in 303A Hayes Hall.

Day Care
G Continued from page 3.
The graduate assistant teaching the class, Ashwini Mathur
said, the experience did not distract the class.
"The class seemed to eniov
having them there, and the children were very well behaved,"
Mathur said. "I think it was a

GMAT
D Continued from page 3.
said he believed the "Official
Guide," which provides authenAT

AT

AT

AT

good experience for them."
DelGreco, who also has a
1-year old son, said day care
would be a definite help to University parents.
"If there had been something
available on campus, I would
tic test questions, is an advantage in preparing for the test.
Students need to get accustomed to the format, he said.
AT

AT

AT

AT

Delta Gamma Congratulates
Its New Initiate

Jennifer Frangos
Whose Name Was Accidently
Omitted From Friday's List
AT
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NEWLOVE
RENTALS
...Offering you the BEST
choices for 1990-91 Housing
801 Fifth Street
803 Fifth Street
309 High Street

have taken advantage of it," she
said. "I think they are going to
come around, and hopefully
something will beset up.
Eric, 7, and Brian, 6, agreed
day care would have been better
than going to statistics class.
"I about fell asleep," Brian
said.
"Some students come to the test
unaware of the format and
spend valuable time trying to
figure out the test and not answering the questions."
The GRE, will be offered April
21, contains sections which
measure verbal, quantitative,
and analytical abilities.
Donna Lahey, administrative
assistant in the counciling and
career development center, said
graduate schools outside the
business college usually require
the GRE, but the student must
research the schools they are interested in to determine whether
the GRE is an element of admittance. "Students are basically
on their own with the GRE,
however the GRE information
pamphlet is self explanatory
and students should not have a
problem figuring out the necessary information."
CINEMARK THEATRES
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Don't Start A Long Trip Without A Safety Inspection
Call Us Now...

NEWMAN'S MARATHON
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to be released today regarding
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ing was a good move.
''Mercury is nothing to play
around with," he said. "It
doesn't take much to cause problems."

Class helps staff
with computers
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INTERNATIONAL
Say hopeful for captives' release
LONDON (AP) — Nearly five years after Terry Anderson was taken
hostage in Lebanon, his sister said Wednesday she believes the
United States, Iran and Syria are moving on a common track toward
freedom for all 18 Western captives.
"I'm just going to pray and nold my breath that nothing disastrous
occurs before this can reach fruition," said Peggy Say, winding up a
two and one-half week trip to Europe and the Middle East that she
called a "humanitarian pilgrimage.
"My personal sense is, not tomorrow, not next week, maybe not
next month, but certainly soon," she saia.
Anderson, 42, is the chief Middle East correspondent of the Associated Press. He was kidnapped in Beirut on March 16,1985.
Say's journey with an Associated Press delegation included meetings wiui U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar, Pope
John Paul II, Palestine Liberation Organization leader Yasser Arafat and two Syrian ministers.
' 'I think that with my reassurances that the American administration is doing everything it can do, that the Syrians are certainly
pledged 100 percent with their commitment to resolve it, and with
the statements coming out of Tehran, to say nothing of the mood in
the world today, it just gives me a feeling of nope," she said.

Hoffman helps leukemia patient

MOSCOW (AP) — The government newspaper Izvestia confirmed
Tuesday there was nearly a mutiny on a Soviet naval ship in 1975, an
event that was the basis for Tom Clancy's bestselling thriller "The
Hunt for Red October." The book, which has been made into a movie
to be released next month, is about the master of a Soviet nuclear
sub on a secret mission who decides to defect to the West along with
the vessel.
Soviet naval forces chase the sub and U.S. forces try to intervene
to give the vessel safe passage to the United States.
The news agency Tass quoted Izvestia as saying a military prosecutor's office admitted the anti-submarine ship Storozhevoi tried to
escape to Sweden in November 1975.
According to the office, the ship's deputy commanding officer,
Capt. 3rd rank Valery Sablin, led the attempted mutiny, the newspaper said.
His plan was to commandeer the Storozhevoi after isolating the
commanding officer and a number of other officers and deceiving
the crew into obeying his orders, Izvestia said.
The newspaper said Sablin ignored naval commands to stop and
was able to get the ship across the Soviet border in the Baltic Sea 21
miles toward Swedish territorial waters.
His plan fell through, however, when the Storozhevoi was intercepted and returned to base, the newspaper said.

NEW YORK (AP) — A terminally ill student who needs a bone
marrow donor gets support from Dustin Hoffman. No, it's not a
Hollywood tear-jerker, it s a real-life drama.
The Oscar-winning actor has made a six-figure donation and has
taken a lead role in a plea for Allison Atlas, who was told in August
she had three to six months to live unless a marrow transplant
checked her leukemia.
"If we find a donor, we'd literally be taking someone off death
row," Hoffman said. "There's a clock ticking which she's aware of.
It's a hideous clock."
Atlas is one of more than 9,000 people awaiting a donor. About 25
people die each day from blood diseases that could be cured through
marrow transplants, according to the Life-Savers Foundation of
America, a non-profit group that recruits donors and raises money
for blood tests.
A teen-ager who was the object of a nationwide donor search died
last week in Silver Spring, Md. JoAnne Johnson, 19, had the support
of the Rev. Jesse Jackson and singer Dionne Warwick, but no donor
was found in time.
About 15 families have appealed for donors. Yet something about
Atlas, a 20-year-old business major at New York University and a
resident of Bethesda, Md., got Hoffman involved.
"It's hard to explain. It picked me," said Hoffman, winner of
Academy Awards tor best actor for last year's "Rain Man" and for
the 1979 "Kramer vs. Kramer."
Hoffman has asked his show business friends to help. And he said
he'll pick up the tab for a vacation for the donor who matches Atlas.
"I got a two-week vacation for anywhere they want to go in the
world. I'm treating," he said.

Kaifu structures cabinet carefully

Dubcek visit to U.S.S.R. suggested

TOKYO (AP) — Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu, newly re-elected
by Parliament, formed a Cabinet Wednesday after fighting off attempts to include scandal-tainted politicians in his administration.
Kaifu displayed uncharacteristic assertiveness by weathering intense intraparty haggling over appointments that delayed announcement of tne Cabinet for several hours.
He also dropped both women named to his first Cabinet, formed
shortly after July's election in which female voters played a major
role in ousting the ruling Liberal Democratic Party from control of
the upper house.
But ne kept his foreign and finance ministers in what political analysts said was a move to preserve continuity in relations with the
United States at a time of renewed trade friction, and maintain a
steady policy in dealing with a widely unpopular new tax.
The Cabinet was to present itself to Emperor Akihito later
Wednesday before holding its first meeting.
The reshuffling came two days before Kaifu was to leave for a hastily arranged summit with President Bush. The two-day meeting
begins Friday and is expected to focus on U.S. calls for Japan to radically alter the structure of its economy and ease its $49 bulion trade
surplus with the United States.
Foreign Minister Taro Nakayama and newly named International
Trade and Industry Minister Keibun Muto held a news conference to
address immediately the trade tensions Kaifu will face.
Japan "must maintain good relations with the United States,"
Nakayama said. "At a time of Japan-U.S. economic friction, we will
make strong efforts in the... talks. We must promote discussions for
Japan-U.S. global partnership in the 21st century."

MOSCOW (AP) — Czechoslovakia's president suggested Tuesday
a visit to Moscow by Alexander Dubcek, the Communist Party chief
whose liberal "Prague Spring" was crushed by the Red Army a generation before Gorbachev's reforms.
In a meeting with Soviet lawmakers, President Vaclav Havel said
it could be part of an exchange of parliamentary delegations, with
the Czechoslovak group led by Dubcek, who now is president of parliament.
As Communist Party chief in 1968, Dubcek introduced reforms
offensive to the Kremlin, which opposed liberalization until Mikhail
Gorbachev became its leader in 1985. Soviet tanks rolled into Prague
in August.
Earlier Tuesday, Havel paid homage to human rights activist Andrei Sakharov, whom the official news agency Tass described as one
of the few Soviets to openly welcome the "Prague Spring" and denounce the invasion.
Dubcek's last two official visits to Moscow were humiliating. The
first time, he was a prisoner days after the invasion and on the second, two months later, be signed an agreement allowing Soviet
troops to stay in his country indefinitely and providing for a return to
hard-line rule.

Aside from Nakayama, the only other Cabinet holdover was
Finance Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto, an ambitious politician
widely regarded as a future prime minister.

PHI ETA SIGMA
LOVER'S OF KNOWLEDGE
LET'S DANCE!!
This Friday is the MDA Superdance
and all members are invited!
For info, call Trisha Marks, Prez.
at 372-6728
Show your pride - wear black and gold!
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Soviets admit near mutiny in 75

He was dismissed as party chief in 1969 and languished in obscurity until Czechoslovakia's peaceful revolution broke the Communist
grip on power last fall.
Havel met with President Gorbachev on Monday and said they
had agreed all 73,500 Red Army soldiers would leave Czechoslovakia
by July 1,1991, and might be gone sooner.
Tass said the first train carrying troops and armor out of Czechoslovakia crossed into the Soviet Union onTuesday afternoon.
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UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) — An aspiring screenwriter filed a $35
million federal lawsuit Tuesday against Eddie Murphy, contending
the actor-comedian stole material from him for the movie "Harlem
Nights."
At a news conference, Michael Greene estimated that the movie
has 100 similarities to an original screenplay he wrote for Murphy in
1988 called "A Halloween to Remember.
Paramount Pictures Corp. lawyer Les Fagen, whose company is
named with Murphy as a defendant, denied the allegation. He said
any similarities were common motifs found in hundreds of movies.
Greene, 35, of Hempstead on Long Island said he submitted his copyright script to Murphy in January 1989 and was soon advised Murphy was not interested in it."
Greene said the script was never returned to him.
"I used to consider Murphy a hero," Greene said. "Now I think he
is an egomaniac. He's out tor himself."
The lawsuit filed in U.S. District Court in Uniondale seeks at least
$35 million in damages for copyright infringement.
Both scripts were about 8-year-old orphan boys being raised by
underworld figures, both took place in the 1930s and both included a
corrupt Italian plainclothes police officer, Greene said.
He said both stories revolved around a duffle bag of money and
both had Murphy fighting with elderly characters.
"I'm not going to tell you that he took Michael's screenplay and
put it up on the screen, but he clearly edited it, cut it and pasted it,"
Greene's attorney Steven Legum said.
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Where The Party Never Ends
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J. STOUFFER and ASSOCIATES.
A family of fine restaurants located
in Port Clinton, Ohio's north shore
area, will be recruiting for summer
employment opportunities at the
BGSU Summer Job Fair. All positions
available, some with housing. Offering many benefits. Please stop by
our booth Tuesday, March 6 10:30
a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom, Union.
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Numbers dwindle at forum Blotter
Students ignore time alloted for them by President Olscamp
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

Every Wednesday during his open forums,
University President Paul Olscamp eats
lunch by himself or with an average of about
two people— a fact which makes him desire
a larger turnout.
"Usually during the first two weeks of the
semester, there is a good turn out, but then it
trickles down," Olscamp said. "It makes
things nice for me because I get time to read
and list relax for an hour, but I wish more
people would come."
He offered several reasons to explain lagging attendance at his forums including
clasaes, friends and people having other interests.

"Having lunch with the president is not a
big deal to most people because they are iih
volved in their own lives," he said. "Most of
the time, people come here only if they have
time to kifl."
The purpose of creating the forums three
years ago was to create accessibility to the
president after Olscamp received comments
from students who could not reach him to
talk.
Now students have no excuse in saying he
could not schedule an appointment, he said.
"I got tired of people saying they could not
get in to see the president. Now anyone who
wants to can, and if they can't, that is their
own fault."
Michael VoUbrecht, a junior English
major from Germany, took advantage of
Olscamp's forums twice to talk about a con-

cern he had.
"I had always jumped on the bandwagon
of saying the president was not accessible,
but the forum proved I was wrong," he said.
"(There are) a lot of services, such as this
one. where people can help you out and the
students do not lake advantage of them."
Some students do not take advantage of
the forums because they feel out of place.
Wendy King, a sophomore English major,
is among the many students who nave not attended Olscamp's open forums.
"Really the only thing I would talk to him
about, would be if I had trouble with a grade
appeal or something," King said. "But it
would intimidate me even to talk to him
about that."
The open forums are every Wednesday at
noon in the Chart Room of McFall Center.

DA Second Street resident
called police last Thursday to
report a neighbor had vomited
on her car. Officers discussed
the problem with the neighbor
and asked him to clean it up.
DThe driver's side window of
a car parked on North Enterprise Street was shattered Friday. The owner saw two men
running down the street from
the scene, but no arrests were
made.
DA Mourning Dove Lane resident reported a car was driven
through her Sixth Street and
Elm Street property Friday.
(Ronald J. Serrato, 520 S.
Main St., and Tanya E. Beaupre, 520 S. Main St., were arrested for underage possession
of alcohol Friday, police said.
DBryan J. Carr, 316 Conklin
Hall, was arrested for underage

consumption Friday, police
said.
DA $150 plate glass window at
Video Spectrum, 112 E. Washington St., was shattered Saturday morning.
Clifford E. Sterling, 315
Parkview Ave., was arrested for
driving under the influence of
alcohol Saturday, police said.
DA juvenile from Rudolph, 0.,
was arrested for attempting to
steal a car stereo Sunday morning, police said. A pair of witnesses saw him sitting in their
friend's car with the passenger
window shattered and the stereo
on the front seat, but the juvenile claimed the car was his,
police said. The two witnesses
escorted him into their home
with some difficulty and called
the police.

Contras
D Continued from page 1.
offaaiive military operations
against the Contras to halt. He
said the United States should
help pay for demobilizing and
relocating the rebels.
Chamorro upset Ortega in an
election on Sunday that he

agreed to as part of a Central
American plan for ending the
war and which he clearly expected to wia.
Demobilizing the Contras is
the trickiest issue in transition
talks that began Tuesday between Chamorro's 14-party coalition, the United National Op-

GET WHAT YOU WANT
R.E. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

position, and the stunned Sandinistas, who have been in
power for 10 and one-half years.
Sandinista officials say they
cannot give up control of the
armed forces and police, both
party organs, as long as the
10,000-man Contra army is intact.
Chamorro made it clear she
expects Ortega to keep his
promise to turn over power and
that her government plans to
run the army and security
forces.
"I'm the one who is going to
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give orders," said the silverhaired widow, who was chosen
to run against Ortega because of
herpowerful symbolic value.
The 1978 death of her husband,
opposition publisher Pedro Joaquin Chamorro, touched off the
revolution that overthrew dictator Anastasio Somoza and put
the Sandinistas in power.
She said the Sandinistas
"have to turn over everything,"
including the armed forces —
the traditional source of real
power in Latin America.
"The minister of defense will
be a civilian," she declared.
The current minister, Gen.
Humberto Ortega, the president's brother, leads the Sandinista transition team. Chamorro's son-in-law and campaign
manager, Antonio Lacayo,
heads the United National Opposition team.
The transition talks are expected to be complex and delicate.
Ortega laid out tough Sandinista positions on Tuesday before
thousands of cheering party
members.
He demanded demobilization
of the Contras and said the party
would "defend the integrity and
the professionalism of the army
and the police forces."

.Scntfn zt - drib line

Sunday. March 4. 1990

ii:OOa.m. to2:00am.
125 E. COURT
352-SPOT
,\ow Open until 2:30 am on Fri. & Sal.

12:30 p.m to 4:30 p.m.
Fashion Show at 3:30 p.m.

210 N. MAIN

SUNDAY
)
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MONDAY

A

THURSDAY

TUESDAY
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12:30 meets in 115 Education
12:30 meets In 113A Hayes Hall
1:30 meets in Prout Chapel
1:30 meets in 105 Hayes Hall
2:30 meets in 105 Hayes Hall
2:30 meets in 111 South Hall

Abortion O Continued from page 1.
said. "This is just another approach toward eliminating us.
"Planned Parenthood can
only be compared to the Ku Klui
Klan as far as blacks are concerned," Whatley said.
The financial rewards of abortion for the clinics and physicians who perform them are key
reasons why the women are
counseled to have abortions,
Whatley said.
"There's lots of money to be
made in the abortion business,"
Whatley said. "If you come into

my Planned Parenthood clinic
and I can make money from
your abortion, then it makes
sense that I'm going to counsel
you to have the abortion.
"By and large a doctor will
perform an abortion because
they are legal and because
there's money to be made,"
Whatley said. "But just because
abortion is legal that does not
make it right. There have been a
lot of laws that have not been
right."

IWIMIWWI

Saturday, March K)th at 10:00 am
Saturday, March 31 at 10:00 am
For further details, contact: Mrs. Helen Wylie,
College of Musical Arts, Bowling Green
State University, (419) 372-2181.
SATURDAY

Zl

• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 ThurstJn, 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
• 334 N. Main St. Theta Chi House; 3 Bedroom
• Campbell Hill Apartments-2 & 3 Bedrooms

SPECIAL
GUEST

■

TO

100
423
100
316
301
104

ENTRANCE AUDITIONS
I FOR FRESHMEN AND TRANSFER STUDENTS

FRIDAY

BLITZ EN

1903

I&74-

*Geo
•Geo
'Geo
'Geo
•Geo
•Geo

^•GlassCiiy^;] Greenbriar Inc.
.'All Star? M We will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1990
Terry Davidson
& the Gears

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS

MS SOCIETY

' Geo 100 at 8:30 meets in Prout Chapel
*Geo 205 at 9:30 meets in the Assembly Room
on the 2nd floor of the McFall Center
•The 509 lab at 9:30 meets in 113A Hayes Hall
•Geo 105 at 10:30 meets in 123 Overman North
•Geo 100 at 11:30 meets in 127ASB of Technology Building

announces

419-352-9951

MAECH '93

PIS "
■ BOAST

FRIDAY:

Bowling Green State University
College of Musical Arts

WooO Counry Junor Fair Bu**ng
Bowing Green. Orao

POWARD'S
-JL

•The 511 lab at 10:30 meets in 113A Hayes Hall
•Geo 100 at 1.00 meets in Prout Chapel
•The 316 lab at 12:30 meets in 113A Hayes Hall

4? FALCON FEVKI CATCH IT! <?

EVERYDAY

■DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANTv '■

THURSDAY: 'Gee- 104 at 11:30 meets in 210 Math Science

J

E^VT A.X SPOT'S
FREE DELIVERY

GEOLOGY CLASS RELOCATIONS

Z3\

22

1

Coll or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

*/

1

Mike Katon Band

j

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 9a.m.-lp.m.
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Conned accepts new role

<•\

I

Senior goaltender decides to make best of reserve role
wants to win and you don't want to let him down."
Connell has faced this season one of the worst
things that can happen to any senior — being relegated to a back-up role after two seasons as the
steady incumbent.
A sign hangs in Paul Connell's room.
And it's been far from easy.
It doesn't read "I deserve more ice time."
"It's been tough all year, coping with all the
Nor does it read "I'm a senior — the world owes problems
I've had," he said. "It's probably one of
me."
the toughest things I've ever gone through in my
Instead, it carries an inspiralife."
tional credo: "If you can't reach
The realization he was slipping from the top spot
Krfection, settle for the second
began early in the season and continued until the
st thing, and that's consituation
climaxed after the Dec. 9 loss at Illinoissistency."
Chicago.
Simple enough.
Connell allowed in overtime a 60-foot slapshot
Yet in a senior season marred
from the Flames' Bob Melton, a goal which not
with imperfections and incononly spelled defeat for the Falcons, but marked the
sistency, the goaltender has not
last game the senior would start until late Jantorn the sign from the wall.
He's just shared it with his Connell
"^didn't think (I lost the top spot) until then," he
teammates.
"I had a feeling after that game that it would
"When it comes to the overall play, controlling said.
be a tough climb to get myself back in the net.
your temper, doing what's right tor the team and "fti^r rhpart „„rn r^;™ Yorki
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

Courtesy the Key/Paul Vemon
BG goaltender Paul Connell streches to make a save in a recent Falcon victory. Connell. who this season had the
slowest start of his college career, has found his senior year the most difficult.

Swim team ends season
with MAC tournament
by Steve Easton
sports writer

The men's swim team will
conclude its season when it hosts
the Mid-American Conference
Championships beginning today
and continuing through Saturday.
The preliminaries will begin
each day at noon with the final
being contested at 7 p.m. at Cooper Pool.
The Falcons (1-4 in MAC dual
meets) will be trying to beat
Toledo in order to avoid finishing in the cellar. BG has beaten
Toledo (0-5 in MAC) twice this
season, once in a December dual
meet (130-104) and again a
month later in the All-Ohio Invitational where the Falcons finished sixth with 466 points while
the Rockets came in eighth with
243 point.
Eastern Michigan (5-0 in
MAC) is favored to win its 11th
consecutive league title, while
Miami and Ohio should battle
for runner-up honors. Ball State
is expected to finish in fourth
place.

Coach Brian Gordon expects
the same effort from the men's
team as the women gave this
past weekend at the MAC
Championships.
"The guys nave trained hard
all year," he said. "I believe
that they will have the same intensity in their performances as
the women had last week."
Doug Madore will be unable to
compete in the championships
because of mononucleosis,
which will leave the Falcons
with only eight swimmers and
five divers. Other teams are expected to enter 17 into swimming and diving events.
The Falcons, who placed third
in the MAC last season, will be
prevented from entering enough
people into each event because
of a lack of depth.
"Realistically, our goal is to
beat Toledo, so we do not finish
last," Gordon said. "It has been
a long season for us, and I hope
that we can perform well and
finish the season on a bright
note."
Individually, the Falcons have
two seniors, swimmer Tom Minsel and diver Michael Poindex-

nmn

ter, that will be trying to close
out their careers at BG with
their best performances.
Minsel placed sixth in the
100-yard breaststroke last year,
while Poindexter has placed
fourth in the 1-meter diving
competition the past two
seasons.
In addition to Minsel and
Poindexter, sophomores Adam
Burton, Brian Kaminski, Kevin
Latta, and freshman Ted Fortney should produce points for
the Falcons.

»d things are going for me personally, I know the
team's more important than the individual
player."
Without such a philosophy, Connell might have
thrown this season into one of the locker room
trash cans. His numbers — an 8-5-1 record, 5.07
goals against average and an .825
.82 save percentage
—are the worst of his collegiate•career.
t
Those are not numbers indicative of his desire
for victory, however. Freshman Angelo Libertucci, who captured the number one goaltending
spot with his steady performance throughout the
season, said Connell's mere presence inspires his
play.
"You can tell he wants to win, even when he's
not playing," Libertucci said. "He's not wearing a
"C on him, and maybe he doesn't play all the time,
but you just look at him and know how much he

THE ROAD
TO THE JOEI

BG News...
Keeps \( in

i

again. That put the last
XtRSttft M ._ my play was unacceptable. It was unacceptable to them and it was unacceptable tome."
The demotion, though tragic in itself, is minute
compared to recent off-ice events.
In the past year, Connell lost his mother after a
long illness. He said her memory inspires him,
though the loss hurt tremendously.
"It was a traumatic thing... it was tough and it's
tough every day," he said. 'You get over it but it's
tough to deal with day in and day out.
"Sometimes it has affected my play because I
just can't get what
' at happened out of nmy mind — it
does distract me occasionally. And I'll admit that,
I'm human.
a See Connell, page 9.
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HOWARD'S Club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

FALCONS
vs.
OHIO STATE

MS UGLY BARTENDER CONTEST

FRI-SUN, MAR 2-4
7:30 p.m., ICE ARENA

• NEONS • MIRRORS •
SIGNS • POSTERS • ETC

AUCTION

COME SUPPORT THE HOME TEAM

SATURDAY. March 3rd

IN IIS JOURNEY IO THE EINAIS

*• AH Proceeds go to MS Society *-

AT JOE LOUIS ARENA. TICKETS

1

ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE
MEMORIAL HAU TICKET OFFICE.

372-2762
FOR MORE INFORMATION

UniGraphics
■

Your

CLEARANCE SALE

'

On-Campus

CO

Chinese Video Tape Show
National Clebration
of Chinese New Year

Desktop

GIFTS & CARDS

Publishing

20%-85% OFF

Service

Friday, March 2, 1990
Lounge of International
Program Center 4th Floor
South Hall.

University Bookstore

Bureau

Student Services Building

ADMISSION IS FREE
EVERYONE IS WELCOME! |

nmiiii

mnnm

Campus
Pollyeyes

Live Entertainment

Mon-Fri 8-5:00

211 West Hall

*A Gathering Place"
440 E. Court

1352-9638 or 354-0056

• Lasagna only SI.SO, salad 75* Extra 5-9 pm.
0 We Gladly Accept Visa, Master Card, & Personal
NEW HOURS
Checks.
Sun.-Wed.
11:00 A.M.-2:0O A.M.
Thurs..Frl..Sai.
11:00 A.M.-3:0O A.M. 0 Bread Baked Fresh Daily
* IMPORTS ON DRAFT *
0 Please Tip Your Delivery Driver
IRELAND
Gulnnra Sloul
0 Tickets For The Ummtrkk Rakes Band on Sale Now
Labatls Blue
CANADA
Mooi*he»d
For March 14th.
GERMANY
-W«m«ln«t
0 Live Entertainment with Jamie It Joe 10p.m.-1 a.m.
ENGLAND
Woodp«ck.i Cld«t
Bau

PMW

Ale

SPECIAL COUPON PRICES
8

8.80

Double Pizza
Two 12 Inch one
Item Pan Pizzas
Extra Items '.90
A ' 12.80 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 3/31/90

$

3.50

Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item
Extra Items '.70

A '5.20 Value
POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 3/31/90

Call Us

Sat 9-5:00

s

7.00

Any Large
14 Inch Two Item Pan Pizza
& One Quart of Coke
Extra Items '1.20
A '10.00 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 3/31/90

I

372-7418

CAN'T FIND A PLACE TO PARK?

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS

.•>■.

,

has taken care of that problem for you with their new

"CAMPUS SHUTTLE SERVICE"
While living in the best kept secret in town,
you can leave your car parked and ride the
shuttle In the morning to your classes and
back in the afternoon to your apartment.
Truck on out NOW to our office at 400 E.
Napolean Rd. or give us a call at

352-9135
Office hours Mon.-Fri. 9a.m.-5p.m. Sat 10a.m.-3p.m.

i
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Green, Hain double up for BG tennis
A".

by Jamie Joss
sports writer
Adjusting to a new doubles
Krtner in tennis can make for
ig and tiring hours on the
court. But for two tennis players
from the South, it has been a
easy walk in the sun.
For seniors John Green and
Mike Hain, time and patience
have started to pay off.
The two, who played sparingly
together their freshman and
sophomore seasons, have been
paired with each since their junior seasons.
This season the two have
started off 4-6, after finishing
with a 10-18 record last year.
While their record won't strike
fear into their opponents, judging by their recent play, they
have the capability to surprise
opposing teams.

ireen

lain

Bowling Green head coach
Gene Orlando said the two have
made the best of their years on
the team and playing together.
"They have been two hard
workers who have made a
commitment to the program and
have been good team leaders,"
the second-year coach said.
Green, from Naples, Fla.,
started playing tennis when he
was 12. As a senior at Barron
Collier High School, Green dominated foes finishing with a
perfect 12-0 record.
Green, who was recruited by
former Falcon tennis coach Bob

GUI, acquired his skills by playing against professionals in the
Naples area.
While Green was vollying in
the Sunshine state, Hain developed his skills in nearby Bradenton, Fla. at the Nick Bollettieri Tennis Academy.
Hain, whose home is in Charleston, S.C., made the team as a
walk-on his freshman year and
went undefeated from the fifth
and sixth spots.
Both players agree one of the
biggest assets to their game has
been their complementary
styles.
Green's style of play is the basic serve and volley, but he can
approach the net well. On the
other hand, Hain is a base line
player who has an aggressive
return.
"When (Hain) is playing well,
I don't think there's anyone who
can replace him," said Green, a

journalism major. "He is the
type of player that is very aggressive and shows emotion —
which fires me up."
Their most memorable match
was in the 1989 Mid-American
Conference Tournament match
against the number two seeded
Brian Drazel and Jerome Monter, of Toledo. The two Rockets
had previously won a regular
season match against them.
Green and Hain pulled off the
upset winning in straight sets
6-3, 6-1 and finished third in the
MAC.
When both returned for their
junior campaigns, Orlando had
taken over the coaching duties
for Gill and put the two together.
Both players agreed the
coaching change benefited
them.
"(Orlando) got new uniforms
for us and improved our training
routine." said Hain, a criminal

Tournament tickets on sale

Tickets are now on sale for the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association Tournament and the
Mid-American Conference
Men's and Women's Basketball
tournaments at the Memorial
Hall ticket office between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. daily.
Celebrate
St. Patrick's Day
with

Campus Pollyeye.

This weekend the BG hockey
team hosts Ohio State in a best
of 2-3 game CCHA series at the
Ice Arena. Game time for Friday, Saturday and if necessary,
Sunday is 7:30 p.m.
Bench reserved seats are $7.
General admission tickets are
$6, but BG students can purchase them for $3 by snowing a
valid student ID.
Should the Falcons eliminate
Ohio State and qualify for the
finals at Detroit's Joe Louis
Arena March 10-11, tickets will

go on sale at the Ice Arena box
office, Saturday or Sunday.
□ □ D
The women's basketball team
will host a MAC quarter-final
contest, Tuesday, March 6 at
7:30 p.m. in Anderson Arena.
General admission tickets are
on sale now, $4 for adults and $2
for students.
General admission tickets for
the MAC women's tournament
finals at Cobo Arena March 8
and 10 are $5 per session and are
on sale daily at Memorial Hall.

♦••••••••it*******************

j The Ummerick Rakes
(John Connelly Band) ,
on March 14th
call early for
reservations.
Tickets on sale
Now!
Call 352-9638

*

* LATINO STUD€NT UNION
ICTS VOT<E FOR OUR
1990-1991
0OECUTIV6 COMMITT66

If the Falcons win their quarter-final game, tickets for the
women's final four will be on
sale immediately following the
quarter-final.
D D D

The Bowling Green men's
team will play in the MAC Tournament, beginning with a quarter-final round game at 1,3,7, or
9 p.m., Friday, March 9, at Cobo
Arena in Detroit.
The Memorial Hall ticket office has a supply of all-session
tournament tickets (good for the
tournament quarter-finals, semi-finals and championship
game) on sale for $40.
Once the starting time of BG's
quarter-final game is determined, a supply of $5 BGSU
student general admission tickets will be available.
All men's tournament games
are played at Cobo Arena.
For more ticket information.
call 372-2762.

I TONIGHT 7:30 2nd FLOOR
STUDCNT S€RVIC€S
♦♦^HHWOfclHfc

^HARLESTOWN^
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR

justice major. "I met a recruit
the other day who said that (Orlando) is the coolest coach that
he has met. By far you wouldn't
want anyone else."
Green added Orlando has done
a Tgreat job.
'I wouldn't want any other
coach than Gene," Green said.
"He has improved my game
vastly. When (Gill) was here, I
was mainly a base-line player
and I would mix in my serve and
volley.
"Gene got me to work on my
serve and volley, and I had a
pretty good year with it."
Orlando puts the team through
a rigorous schedule, making the
team practice two hours a day,
six days a week during the
season. Practices include, running, playing, and weight training.
During the fall, practices

TOLEDO — Two Bowling Green women's basketball players
head the Mid-American Conference's All-Academic team, as
selected by faculty representatives for athletics at conference
schools. The men's and women's teams were announced Tueslay.

Senio
ior center Angie Bonner was a repeat selection to the
team, while senior forward Tecca Thompson made the squad
for the first time. Junior guard Traci Gorman was honorable
mention.
Bonner has a 3.22 GPA in business law, while Thompson carries a 3.29 GPA in criminal justice.
Ohio University's Dave Jamerson and three Kent State
players headed the MAC men's all-academic team.
Jamerson, a senior from Stow, has a 3.20 grade point average with a major in journalism-public relations. He is second in
the nation in scoring among NCAA Division I players this
season with 31.4 points a game. He leads the nation in 3-point
field goals with 4.96 a game.
Representing Kent State on the men's team were: Ric Blevins, a senior from Warren, with a 3.06 GPA in physical education; Eric Glenn, a senior from Akron, with a 3.5 GPA in industrial education; and Harold Walton, a sophomore from
Lorain, with a 3.07 in accounting.
Rounding out the men's team was Miami of Ohio's Jim Paul,
a senior from East Lansing, Mich., with a 3.16 GPA in marketing-finance.
Mike Giunta of Ball State, Joel Guth of Toledo, Mike Klinzing
of Kent State and Tony Warner of Western Michigan received
honorable mention.
On the women's all-academic team, Sue Nissen of Central
Michigan and Gena Rusch of Ball State, in addition to Bonner,
all repeated as first-team selections.
Nissen, a junior from Redford, Mich., has a 3.51 GPA with a
major in health fitness. She leads the MAC in scoring with an
average of 17.5 points a game and is third in rebounding with
9.5 a game.
Rusch, a junior from Merrill, Wis., carries a 3.76 GPA in
exercise science.
Rounding out the women's team were: Miami's Gaby Downey, a senior from Forest Park, with a 3.38 GPA in sports studies and Toledo's Jodie Witte, a senior from Edgerton with a 3.60
GPA in kinesiotherajpy.

SWIMMING
Miami

Ball State
BGSU
Eastern

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

Ohio
Toledo

CHAMPIONSHIPS
THURSDAY-SATURDAY, MARCH 1-3
PRELIMS: 12 NoonFINALS: 7 p.m.
at the STUDENT REC CENTER
ADMISSION ONLY $1.00 W/STUDENT I.D.

Resident Manager,
641 Third St.. Apt. 4. B.G.
352-4380

lt*s All Here
Bi.si

After graduation Green plans
to attend law school, while Hain
would like to work for the FBI
after his duty in the Marines.

BG's Bonner, Thompson
honored for academics

MEN'S

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1990 and 1990-91 school year.

lasted three hours and their only
day off was during finals week.
Both players also play singles
matches for the Falcons.
Green is the number one
player and presently has a 4-8
record, while Hain has won six
of 12 matches from the number
four position.
After playing powerhouses
Notre Dame, Southern Illinois,
and Cincinnati, both believe the
team should improve as they
start to play teams of their level
and MAC teams.
Green and Hain said they realize a professional tennis career
isn't in their future, but will continue playing tennis as a lifetime
sport.

Look What's Happening at

in

Th«-jirc Pmcni*

Black & White.
For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

UniGrciphics
211 West Hall

372-7418

THURSDAY NIGHT
FEMALE DANCE REVIEW featuring:

TEMPTED
By William Stllkc»pt»rc » February
22 23. 24 and March 1. 2. 3. 1990 ai
H p.m it. Eva Mane Saini Theatre »••
Tickets: Adults S6. Students & Senior

jo
.

Citizen-. 54 I* For Reservations call

3"2-2~19»

Performing 9 till ?
21 - Over

$3 Cover

Rich Mlcheal Band Performing Fri & Sat.
"COME SEE OUR PATO WHEN THE WEATHER WARMS"
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Reds sign four, Bengals lose one
Reds.
Jefferson, considered one of the top prospects in Cincinnati's farm system, batted
.287 with 17 homers and 80 RBIs in 135 games
for Chattanooga.
D D D
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati
Bengals' judgment that All-Pro offensive
lineman Max Montoya would stay with the
team out of loyalty proved costly when the
Los Angeles Raiders simply hired the free
agent away for more money.
"It was just an offer I could not refuse,"
Montoya said.
Montoya, whom the Bengals left unprotected as a free agent, signed a two-year deal
with the Raiders for $650,000 each season
plus an undisclosed signing bonus, The Cincinnati Post reported Wednesday.
Montoya, 33, has played all of his 11 NFL
seasons with the Bengals, but is from the Los
Angeles area and starred at UCLA. He has
been chosen for the Pro Bowl the past two
seasons.
The Bengals had offered Montoya $475,000
in the second year of a two-year contract he
signed in August. But, because he was not

CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati
Reds on Wednesday signed pitchers Rob
Dibble and Rosario Rodriguez and inf ielders
Chris Sabo and Reggie Jefferson to one-year
contracts for the 1990 season.
The deals would pay Dibble and Sabo
$200,000 each. Rodriguez would receive
$25,200 if he plays in the minors and the minimum contract salary plus $2,500 if he plays
for the Reds. Jefferson would receive $22,700
in the minors and the minimum plus $2,500
for playing for the Reds.
The major league players' union and team
owners haven't agreed on a minimum contract salary for this season.
Dibble, a right-hander, was 10-5 in relief
last season with a 2.09 earned run average
and 141 strikeouts in 99 innings.
Rodriguez, a left-hander, was 3-0 and had
a 4.47 ERA with the Reds' Class AA Chattanooga affiliate, then was 1-1 with a 4.15
ERA in a late-season appearance with the
Reds.
Sabo, Cincinnati's starting third baseman,
missed part of last season with injuries. He
hit .260 with six home runs and 29 runs batted in while playing in 82 games for the

protected on the Bengals' roster, other
teams were free to negotiate with him. The
Bengals gambled that Montoya's family and
business interests — ownership of two restaurants —would keep him in Cincinnati.
"I was all ears with everybody. I didn't
want to make a commitment to anybody and
say I'm definitely going to move from Cincinnati," Montoya said. "But if somebody
offered a good chunk of change, especially
from the West Coast, I had to definitely
listen. Lo and behold, somebody rolled the
dice."
Raiders president Al Davis phoned the vacationing Montoya in Hawaii to make the
pitch. The 6-foot-5, 275-pound Montoya
signed with the Raiders this week.
All told, Montoya made it to the Pro Bowl
three times. At one point during the Bengals'
1988 AFC Championship season, Montoya allowed his opponent to hit — not sack — the
Bengals' quarterback only once in 237 passes.
The Bengals said they wish Montoya well.
Reserve lineman Brian Blados, a spot starter in recent seasons, is a top contender to
take Montoya's right guard spot in the line.

Jamerson,
Downey
honored

and grabbed six rebounds in an
83-78 loss at Kent on Saturday.
The 52 points ties the MAC record for most points in a conference game.
Downey, a senior from Forest
Park, O, had 29 points, 11 rebounds, seven assists and three
steals as Miami recorded two
victories.

TOLEDO - Ohio U. forward
Dave Jamerson and Miami forward Gaby Downey have been
selected as the Mid-American
Conference basketball players
of the week.
Jamerson, a 6-foot-5 senior
from Stow, O., scored 52 points

She scored 19 points, had a
team high seven rebounds and
had three steals as Miami
defeated Toledo 6442 to clinch
its first MAC title in seven
years.

Connell
D Continued from page 7.
"But there are times, too,
when I'll play for her. I've
Elayed for her a lot. I think back
i what she's done and what
she's done for me and the sacrifices she's made for (my)
hockey career. This is one way
to pay her back and do as well as
I possibly can."
So Connell continues to work

hard. In fact, he's earned more
starting time in the second half
of the season and has responsded by winning his last two
games as well as tying rival
Michigan State, 4-4 on Jan. 20.
"He's worked hard in practice, he's never really let himself get down and I think he
might be a key player for us
down the stretch,''York said.
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Classifieds
Community Open Share
Come show stories, poems, (noughts, music.
art, etc or fust come for the enrichment ft entertainment
Monday Jan 29
8:30 PM Free to everyone
UCF Centerfcomer of Tburstm)
Every other Monday thru Apr! 9tn

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

SVMPHONC BAND CONCERT
Mark S. Kely. Conductor
Thursday, February 22
8 00 PM
KobackerHal
FREE

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEMBERS:
The Spring Break Klckofl Sub Social w* lake
place Mar 7. 1980 in the 2nd door ol trie Student Services Building Lounge area al 0.00
PM Come prepared lo EAT a H»VE FUN
ATTENTION JUNIORS AND SENIORS
Omtcron Delta Kappa, a national leadership
honor society, is now accepting appkcationa lor
membership. Applications are available in 405
Student Services, and are due by Friday March
2
ATTENTION!' ALL STUDENTS REOUIREO TO
TAKE ELE EO METHODS COURSES (EDCI
350. 351. 352. 353. 355. 356) MUST AP
PLY FOR METHODS THE SEMESTER BEFORE ENROLLMENT! DEADLINE to apply tor
Summer a Fa*, 1990 Ele Ed Methods- Tuee.,
Fab. 6, 5:00pm. Application forms available in
529 Ed Bldg
Badminton Tournament
World Student Association is organizing a badminton tournament Open to all students
Where: Rec Center
When: March 10 a 11 (Sat a Sun.)
Events: Men's angles a doubles
" • " Women's singles a doubles
• • • Mixed doubles
Prize: Trophy ft recognition In BG News
Application available at International Programs.
4th floor South Hal
Due date: (Fn I March 2 at 4 30pm
For more Into: contact Simon at 353-4803 or
Oeevaat 352-8299
Come on down and play the beet in board
games, fantasy role-playing games, and strategy games at Spring 90 Gamefest MArch 2, 3.
and 4 on the second Itoor ol Bromfleld Hal. For
more information call Tnomas(669 2344) or
Paul (888-8075) Sponsored by me Bowling
Green Gaming Society and Hidden Realms
LAG*
There w* be a meeting of the Lesbian and Gay
Alliance Thursday, March 1 at approximately
6:30 PMifoaowmg the Take Back the Night
March) The meeting is tree and open to al, and
It wa be held In the United Christian Feeowshtp
Center.

GREEKS
DON'T BE LEFT OUTI
TO BE IN THE 1990 KEY YEARBOOK, YOU
MUST HAVE YOUR COMPOSITE AND CONTRACT IN THIS WEEK WE HAVE A SPACE
FOR YOUR FRATERNITY/SORORrTYOONT
MISS OUT QUESTIONS? CALL TANNA OR
MIKE AT THE KEY. 372-8086
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 5.
1980 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1. 1990 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE
Japanese Club
The Art ol Japanese Brush Writing
Or. Kawaahlma
Thurs Mar 1 8PM
Mac Donald 070

• DST • OBT • DST • DtT •

SERVICES OFFERED

CENTER FOR CHOICE II
Abortions thru 17 weeks
Morning after treatment
Al personal and private
Proud to be pro-choice

A TO Z DATA CENTER • 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal
Express, Typing, Resumes, FAX, copies

al 354-HOPE
For into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting eervicea
REMEDIAL DRIVING SCHOOL • $50 FEE
12-point suspension. 2-point credit
Sat, March 10th. Tiffin or March 24th.
Fremont, E.TB. Foundation 1 -800-456-3873
Typing 1 35 par page 3540371

The CAMPUS DEMOCRATS wil be meeting
today at 4:00 on the 2nd floor of the Union In
the Faculty Room AB candidates for USG are
invited to attend and speak to the group. Call
354-4757 or 354-4272 for more details

LOST & FOUND

AGO • AGO • AGO
The Alpha Gams love their VIPS
Keep up the Good Work!
AGO • AGO • AGO

PERSONALS

BQSU "HEALTH FACT. 1990"
Don't oe lefl out VM the Lenhart Grand Batroom March 1M 1990 from 10:00-2 00.
"MOVE AHEAD STAY HEALTHY"
M'A'S'H

•SATURDAY"
Comediens from Toledo Comedy Cajb
perform tve at Dry Dock
10:30.12:30PM

CHARITY DANCE ALSO ON FRIDAY, MARCH
2 AT
EPPLER GYM. 10-2AM. DONATION 12.

• HEATHER FINFROCK •
"YOU ARE BENEATH ME" AND I JUST
WANT YOU TO KNOW IT (SMILE. REMEMBER
TMAT?)' GOOD LUCK TO YOU THE REST OF
THE SEASON. TRY NOT TO DO ANYTHING
TO UPSET THE MANI -IMPOSSIBLE HUM?
H--S BELL'S OIRLSI WHO DO YOU THINK
YOU ARE? ANYWAY. YOU FINALLY OOT A
PERSONAL. BE QOOO AND TELL MOM *
DAD I SAID HI! PEACEI
LOVE YA LOTS!
"BABYP"

APO JAM* SLAVIN APO
I love my MB*.
That s easy to say
I reety tooled you every Mep of the way!
Now you're apart ol the famty.
Welcome from your Grand Big Suaan and your
Big-heather

•SATUROAYThe Escaped Fetal Pig.
live at Dry DOCK
9 10PM

•SATURDAY'
Comediens from Toledo Comedy Club
perform ave at Dry Dock
10:30-12 3QPM

• DST • DST • DST • DST •
Need s caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER

JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS
now avatable In 319 or 302
West Hal Deadane Mar. 2

NOTICE!! ELE ED METHODS MEETING! ALL
STUDENTS who appeed lor Summer ft/or Fal.
1990 Ele Ed. Methods (EDCI 350. 351, 352,
353, 355. 356) are expected to attend this
meetlng.Tueeday, March 13, 4:00pm. 115 Ed.
Bldg.
BE THERE!!

•SATURDAY'
The Escaped Fetal Pigs
live al Dry Dock
9-10PM

DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY. INC.
PRESENTS
JABBERWOCK 'SO
A TALENT, FASHION, AND STEP SHOW
EXTRAVAGANZA
WHEN: SATURDAY, MARCH 3
WHERE: GRAND BALLROOM
TIME: 7:30PM
COST: JJ FOR JAB8ERWOCK ONLY OR
IS FOR JABBERWOCK I DANCE AFTERWARDS

continued on p. 1»

AOOPTION
You've chosen the gin of Me lor your baby
Pleas, give us the gift of tovtng Scaring for your
baby We've waited years to complete our lam.ly The nursery i. ready and a txg saw a waning Medical and legal paid Ca> coaecl a ask lor
Lyrm or Harold 419-822-6288
AGO • AGO • AGO
CONGRATULATIONS
Heather Effron
on your new R A poaaron
Love - Your AGO s
Alpha Xi Delta VIP's
You guys are doing a greet rob! Keep up I
good work!
XI Love,
Your Slaters

Spring .
Break! *

COUNTRY BUCK'S PIO ROAST II
COUNTRY BUCK'S PIO ROAST II

South Padre Island
QuWWUMd lOillS pncM

WANT TO SAVE
A BUCK ON A
DODGE CAR OR
TRUCK?...

LOST Small gray color American Express Calender II lound call 372-8149 Mohammed or
Depi ol Operator Research BABLDO-

* 169 you drive
* 279 we drive
Includes:

«•,

• 7 Nights Island Lodging

Haircuts
Perms

• Welcome Party with refreshments,
entertainment and contest!

$8.00
$30.00

^J FREE sailing session

ANNETTE DEWAR
DIANE JOHNSTON
PAULA RYDER

e Co-Ed Beach Volleyball tournament
e On-bland tour director!
e Far ewe II Party - with all the bast
• All resort taxes

Set ol keys found near RR tracks behind Phi
Den house last Wednesday Cal 354-7130

M

QptlonfllActlvtltose Mexico shopping and night club
trips (must be 18)

fANTASTIC VOLUME
IN NOTHING FLAT!

425 Court Street Apartments
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS POLLYEYES

Introducing VoVoom Volumizing Foam.
A rich, voluminous (com that's great tor sculpting,
molding and holding your high-energy hair.

&
MM

Greenbriar, Inc.

224 E. Woosler'

• Round trip motor coach available

SPACE LIMITED! f
BOOK NOWI "

Alcohol-free, new VaVcom Volumizing Foam odds
fobukxis shine without robbing moisture. Your hair
leets natural, never sticky or stiff.

Leasing for Fall 1990
"WFVE GOT THE P«CE and THE eOCHANOtSf

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Furnished Apartments.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
S700 + Gas and Electric Monthly

• Gull of Mexico Cruise with Dining,
Entertainment, Casino (must be
IB) and Full Bar.

•

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY SAVINGSI For a limited
time, save on VaVoom Volumizing Foam.
Hurry in today.

893-0241

To sign up or for more
intormation, call:

MICHELLE DARBY

R CUT HBOVC
141 W. UJOOSTCR
354-8533
HOURS: MON-THUR 8-8, Ffll. 8-6. SAT. 8-3

352-0717

353-7968

1-800-Hl-PADRE
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SKI TRIP

AEG

AEG

A£9

AEG

AEG

AEG

AEG

*
c/>

DELTA SIGMA SORORITY, Inc.

WHAT: Annuol Ski Trip

>

Presents

WHEN: Sat. March 3, 7:00 am

*
VI

WHERE: Mt. Brighton, Ml.

>

SPONSORED BY: World Student Association

j

<
5

Date Line: Fri. March 2 by 1:00 pm

<

More Info: Contact Phil 372-3789 or Jang 372- 6225

Wen:

v,

Urn:
AJmtm* 1

Stir Sfcw FttrMNB •» Wt.

CO

Limited space available, Hurry HI
WSA

WSA

WSA

WSA

WSA

WSA

>
WSA

CD
>

o

"Building on Quality and Perfection"
Talent, Fashion and STEP Show Extravaganza
StMPtty, MM* fn
6mi Btlmm - IMmtHf (Mm
7:SO
<i ftV MUwcKM,
<Sk,
SIJBH

M

WlB-lM

AEG

AEG

AEG

AEG

>
JAMBVWB&4 JBW

tOk..Mf tttowdt

Ufallllll 1

AEG

CD

>

Fristy it Efflw Gra

AEG

>
CD

Ttai'i A**. Bt 0-ff.r «f T«

tWH» Dane, Alt.

AEG
>

JABBERWOCK '90

Wkm

Sign Up sheet is available at 411 South Hall

AEG

CD

AEG

AEG

AEG
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00 JAMMfN' M JAMAICA
MARCH 18-25TH

•CAT OHIO STATE!
CCHA QUARTERFINALS
FRI-SUN. 7 30 ice ARENA
TICKETS ON SALE S3 W/IQ

Csmpmg:»»Oa-Luxury VHaKlts*
Special Retee for 0roupe|4 or more)
OWCOHW'IMCOMrT*

ATTENTION
FEMALE COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS:
Don't forget about our exciting
FIRST-EVER meeting!
Be a part of
•Woman In Computer Sclnaca."
Our Informal get-together is on
thl. Thursday. March 1
•:1S In Mw Ott-Campue Student
Cantai TV Lounge (basement of Moseley)
If you heve any questions or don't receive an
nvttaBon. do not heeltats to cat Sharon at
372-3808'Amy al 3728723/IJnde at
372-1992
Sea you there'
BOWLING

QUEEN RADIO SPORTS PRESENTS
Happy hours at Quarters
Friday night March 2nd from 3- 7 PM
Lrve remote falcon hockey pre-game snow.
Join WBOU SPORTS
Prior la Bowling Qreen hockey playoffs at
QUARTERS
Friday, 1414E Wooetet
CAHPE MEM! Wm a Semester s Free Tuition
(or tha> cash equivalency1 $1,322). Buy your
ticket at 1 for $1 or S for S5 from any seeing
HSA'HP member.

QET READY FOR SPRtNO BREAK
15% offMrion-proocnptloneurvjtaeeee
M Dm Beettte A Archer, Inc.
1022 N. Prospect.
Sevangee * Porsche
Ray Ban " Vuamel
Carrara* Ftouraecenta
Oet your bootte on the dance t1ooMe»TOWNunder 21 $1 ADMISSION before 11 PM Wed.
* Thur. nights
„^___^_
0REEKS
DON'T BE LEFT OUT I
TO BE IN THE 1990 KEY YEARBOOK. YOU
MUST HAVE YOUR COMPOSITE AND CONTRACT IN THIS WEEK WE HAVE A SPACE
FOB YOUR FRATERNITY/SOItOWTY-DOtrT
MISS OUT QUESTIONS! CALL TANNA OR
MIKE ATTHE KEY 372 8086
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE 2 BALL INDOOR
SOCCER (W » C): WOMEN'S SNOLS 1 DBLS
RACQUETBAU ■ MARCH 8 ALL ENTRIES
DUEBY400PM IN108SRC
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED 2-BALL
INDOOR SOCCER - MANDATORY CLINIC
MARCH 5. 6-8 00 PM; OUTDOOR SOCCER MANDATORY CLINIC ■ MARCH 13: 6-6:00
PM PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPIOYM6NTANO APPLY IN 106 SRC.
JAIL-N-BAH
JAIL-t*8AIL
MARCH10,1»e(l

CCHA QUARTERFINALS
FALCONS VS. OHIO STATE
Thai Friday - Sunday
7 30 PM at Ice Arena
SUPPORT THE HOME TEAMI

We don't set you a ticket and forget you
WE 00 WITH YOU

Congratulatlona to ma following Alpha XI a for
the* outstanding achievements
Shea Sanderson-Freide Falcon
Michel* Szabo-Panhal Chart Justice
Heether Welczak-USG Rap for UAO
Amy Stearns Roc Center Manager

HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN
CALL: 353-TOUIHSS4W87
JAMMtN' IN JAMAICA
1'2THE$a2XTHEFUN

DAYTONA BEACH OR BUST
lor Spring Break '90
Ful Deal $212
Room onry $123
Flight cotton available
Cal Nowl Kathy 353-6445
DELTA OAMMA
Dana Gamma congratulates the cin-0 FIJI.
ZBT team for placing Brat m Anchor Splash'
DeftaQarnma
The Sisters of Delta Gamma would Ike to congratulate Jenifer Slack and SAE Kant Underwood for placing first In Chi-O's "Do it with a
twist
DON'T MISS IT'
True Saturday at DRY DOCKS- The Escaped
Fetaa Pfgepertorm Kve from 9-10PM. Then at
10:30 PM be there for the comedians from the
Toledo Comedy Club TMa at happens at Dry
Dock In llaranman Quad this Saturday No
cover or ID needed
DON T MISS IT'
Tha Saturday at DRY DOCK-The Escaped Fetal Pigs perform Kve from 9-10PM. Then at
10:30 PM be there for trie comadiana from
theTosedo Comedy Club Tree al happens at
Dry Dock in Harshman Quad that Saturday No
cover or 10 needed
01 CRUSH
Send an Orange Crush to your scope
To let tiiem know you at* have hope.
If they wonder who you may be
. They Ipoyadoaer.
so your name they '■ aee
So the OZ'a can be a help to you
Hare's what you've gotta do.
Buy Orange Crush at Education BUg
March 5-8 (delivery March 10,
on 4 off-campus
02 CRUSH

KAYKtSABETH
ska "Stinky''
Happy 21 at birthday
Yojr rmaly legall Heve a great ome.
Love, your roornta-"Coby"
KKG
MeendaandKrleten
You guys are the beat big and grand-big ever! I
love you guys'
Love, Annemane
KKG • PARK ' KKG
You're an aweeome Big!
Love yal LI' Jenny
KKG KKG Lisa Blanchl KKG KKG
To my awesome Btg! You're the greateet Big I
could have aaked for) I'm eo lucky to have you!
Yea, you're detVMtoly apprecerted! Juat remember YOU are a "whimpl"
Love. Your Utee
Lambda Cm Tucklne are corning!
Lambda Chi Tuck-Ins are coming'
Lambda Chi Tuck-lna are comeigl
Lambda Chi Tuck-ma are comlngl
LATE KITE VIDEO
DELIVERS
VCR plus t video delivered $5.00 M-TH
CeH>S4-LATE
TOPOOPAHWENOT
I love you and I don't care who the hai knows'
Always remember A. E. i. O. U sometimes Yl
Happy 23rd
CMOUOE'EMSFOLTZ
Try our yogurt cones'
A variety of flavors i aaafili
Just 49 cents through graduation
■ Quarters

FLU DELTA OAMMA FLU
Delta Gemma congratulatae Drew for winning
the 1990 Mr. Anchor Splash Competition'

MUD VOLLEYBALL

Pickup appacetlone at
Mast! Akimni Canter

Deedane March 16th
Sponaored by u A A.
MUD VOLLEYBALL

Pickup spoacsttons st
Marti Alumni Center

Sound Fun??
Get ■ leem looatheri
Pickup sppKatKme st
MM Alumni Center
(screes from Harshman Quad)
Oeorane: March 16th
MUSICIANS!
Audition lora
paid summer position In the
Pie Realemilon Variety thowl
Sign Up lor an audition si
405 Student ServKee
ares March 12

Need outgoing sttrecttve female for costumed
deevertee Must have own car. Flexible hrs
Preler ndrvioUels who wit be avaaable in aummer Cal theBaloonman 362-8061
PETE MATTIMOAE
Your fee* la your WEAPON!
PWETAStGMA
LOVER! OF KNOWLEDGE
LET'S DANCE!!
Friday la the MOA Superdance and al members
are Invited' For Info cal Trteha Marks. Prai at
2-8728 Show your pnoo-woor block I gold
PHIETAMOMA
ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS
The MOA Superdence la this Friday! Come
ready to boogie h your black 1 goto1 For kilo
cal Trtahe Marks. Prei at 2-8728
Pta ETA SIGMA
HEY ALL YOU BRAINS
Put down your books and come out and
DAMCEI The MOA Superdance la this Friday!
For Info cal Trteha Marks. Pre; al 2-8728
Wear your black a gold
PI BETA PMI
Greel job our 4 0 sngele!
Sartna AM • • Uae Arcaro
Juse Cramer" Christy Fladng
Lori Frankln •' Ann Porvfa
And those who strrve lor Pi'
COWOTlATUtATIOWtl

•ajEp
Congrsluletloni to both A and B beakatbaH
teems on s tine season.
TheaVottiersolaVnePhlEpelton

CATCH THE BG HOCKEY TEAM
BEAT THE OHIO BUCKEYES
Join us Fri. & Sat. at
POLLYEYES!
• ENJOY BEER SPECIALS DURING THE GAME

SlgEp
Man Bowser
Congrsts on activation!
Your shot gloss is wafting tor uae!
Love, AM
"WE'VE GOT TONIGHT"
Oftenheuer Semi-lormal. Sat
March 3,
7-12PM Everyone Welcome lor more info .
eel Alison at 372-8385

• LABATTS ON TAP
Free Delivery • Soups • Salads

SNjEp

■*■*>

Oeedsne March 16th
Sponsored by UA.A

SlflEp
Congrehi»«Hons Dana Pack on being eefected IFC Cabinet anaibsr ol the week.

Campus I
Pollyeyes "A Gathering Place"
352-9638
440 E. Court

Two female rootnntalaa needed for 90-91
school year. Cal 364-4273 Ask lor Tern or
WANTED: female to aubteeae nee/dean 7th
at. apt. Only S439 98 lor whole aummer-May
thru Aug Cal 364-3473 Aek lor Stacy

SWIMMEH AND DIVER DUDES: OET IT THIS
WEEKENDI wo I be there cheering you oni
Good Luck.
Love. Jan end Jot
THE TANNING CENTER
3 LOCATIONS 18 BEDS
We honor competitors lower
advertised price ■ bring coupon
363-3281,364-1559 353-UTAN
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR THE 199091 SCHOOL
YEAR. BECOME A PART OF THE LARGEST
STUDENT ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS
CONTACT 108 STUDENT REC CENTER APPUCATIONS DUE BY MARCH 14
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS
CONTEST! PPAZESI
Gym Beg-T Shirt-Gift CerBBcate
ENTER TODAYI
Entriee are now being accepted tor the
1990-91 Intramural champion T-ehM design.
Enklee must be eubmflted by March 28th to the
M Omce ■ Room 108 SRC Al designs must be
10'XIO'oranialar Designs must be submitted using 2 colors on the beckground color ol
your choice The winning selection wBJ bo
prmied on 10PS cotton T-shirts
WANTED- STUDENT LEAOERSII
Applications are now available for UAO Director
poaltlona Pick one up from The UAO Omce
(3rd floor Student Union) or cal 372-2343 for
more info Do II Today! Applications are due
March 8
WFAL IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR SALES MANAGER AND MARKETING DIRECTOR FOR THE 1M041 ACADEMIC YEAR. RESUMES AND COVER UTTERS ARE DUE ON FRIDAY MARCH JNO.
GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND MARKETING, AND POSSIBLY INTERNSHIP ANOfOR CO-OP CREDIT. FOR MOW
INFORMATION CALL BILL FORTMOfER AT
372-2115 OR STOP BY WFAL IN 120 WEST
"MEOO MCGUIRE"
OK, OK YOU'VE FINALLY GOT A PERSONALDON'T OET THE BtG HEADI ISN'T IT GREAT
TO JUST SIT BACK AND CHILL THIS YEAR? I
WOULDN'T TRADE IT FOR 2 MORE MAC
RINGS! IT HAS DEFINATELY BEEN REAL
AND I JUST WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT NO
MATTER WHERE LIFE TAKES US AFTER 80
(YOU KNOW I HAVE GOT TO GET THE —
S OUT OF 0HKXMH.E) I WILL ALWAYS
KEEP IN TOUCH! GOOD LUCK IN ALL THAT
YOU DO AND REMEMBER ALL THE GOOD
TWeH AND LAUGHS WE'VE SHAREOI WE
DEFINATELY PUT ON QUITE A FEW SHOWSI
PEACEI
LOVE YA LOTS,
'BABY P"

WANTED
Brand new Columbia Court Apt.
Four weird guys need one male roommate for
Fal SO Cal Darin at 364-4648 or Mark at
354-5139
WANTED: 1 female to sublease apt with 2
Other gkle for summer S147 OO'month. own
room. Moo apt., only a taw blocks from campus Cal Sonya at 287-4325 (local) or
352 3083 Cal between 5 9pm
WANTED: 2 rmtee to share room In houee
Male or female smoking or non houee la nearly
remodeled A only one block from campus.
S147/mo plus uOI. uouefy low Cal Matt or
John at 352-0862
COUNSELORS. CAMP WAYNE, co-ed children's camp, Northeastern Pennaytvanle
8/22-8/21. Greet opportunity lor personal
growth! Specially coneetors needed for: Tenrve. Swan. (W.S I prelened). Windsurfing. Ski.
Sal. Besketbal. Voaeybel. Baaabef. Softbel.
Soccer. Gymnastics.
Asrobics.
Nature/Camping. Cheerteeding. Computers.
Wrestling. Golf. Hockey. Sen-Defense. Gutter.
BatSi. Sculpture. Ceramics, Pasitsig, Pnnlmaktrig. Photography, Woodworking, Drama, Piano.
Group Leaders (20 ). General. R.N a. Nurses
Aide (21 ). Bookkeeper, Drivers (21 ). Many
other positions On Campus Intervtewe Tueeday. March 8th. WOMEN CM 518-888-3217
or write 12 Aleverd St. Udo Beach, NY.
11581 MEN eel 618-599 4562 or wflte Bx
823, Lynbrook, NY 11663 Include your
school phone number

HOWARD'S club H

Phone 352-9378

210 N. MAIN

SUMMER LEASING

PIG ROAST

HOUSES

MUSTANG 14ap . sunroof, perfect coeege car.
$750 Nag Cal Sean 363-7691.

250 COUNSELOflS and Instructors naededl

'80 Chevy Monia Brand New V-B
Motor Mueteeo Make offer Cal 353 4397

COME TO NEW hVUePStariE lor the aummer
Outstanding brother/sister sports csmpa on 22
maa take near "On Golden Pond" site seek
Mafl. Al tranaportatlon paid kitervlawa aval.
Cal Rotwidel (otrta) 216-884-3328, WMaukee
(boye) 914-698-1633.
COUNSELOrVSTAFF FOB TOT MAINE ATHLETIC CAMP
Positions BvaMsbte lor general counselors &
spec leasts who heve strong skies A ability to Instruct, coach, or aalsat In one or more ol the
loeowtng. besebel, tennis, besketbal. aoccer,
hockey, archery, rifely, art a crafts, lecrosse.
marshel arts or waterfront actrvlttea ncluding.
swimmlng(WSI). saaYig. water skiing, wind surfing, scuba. Magnificent location, beautiful take
In Central Maine, near Boston Exceeent facetiae, top aatartaa, room/board, laundry a travel
aaowance. Cal or write. Stave Rubin 6 Silver
mine Dr South Salem New York 10590 (914)
633-6T04.
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS MONDAY MARCH

•

OVERSEAS JOBS 6900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr. round. Al Coontnea. Al fields Free Mo.
Write UC. PO Bx 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar CA
92826
Pi -time k* coach position eval training
aeverty mentaty rlaahled adulta In communrty
baaed lobe Experience In training Individuals
preferred but not required Send reaume by
3-9-90 to Work Training Cooaarvator. Wood
Co Mental Health Canter 1010 N Prospect.
BG. QH 43402 EOE
Radiology Transport Aide
Perl-time. 20 hrs a weak. 7 30am 1 1 30am.
Men Fri Transport aide »4 be trained <i M Outies Cal or visit Wood County Hospital. Human
Resources. Bowing Green. OH 43402. (419)
354-8990
SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to
work/tve with kids Beautiful location, exceaant
program, competitive aatartaa Cal LeeAnn at
2-8826 or Kartn al 2-4406 lor more into and
appecaPOn. On carnpua interviews Match 6
Teaoharpt. time to teech basic Math through
CafcuHs a Phyelcs Csl 674-3349
THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB! Earn
$5.000-515.000 running your own hiajkiaai
and gaining valuable business experience Triple A' Student Painters la looking (or branch
managers screes Michigan and Ohio, particularly In the Toledo and the Columbus area For
more information cal Gregg Menem at
1 800-543-3792

FOR RENT
• -SaVnENTALS- •
112 bdrm apt*, aval.
9 a 12 mo Isssss CM 352-7464
1 bdrm -2 person apt. tor aummer Furraahad.
Oet hee the first montne rent free. For more
Info Cal 363-9649
12 month leases avaaable May 15.1990
609 5th St 2 BH house $450 pkiautl
605 5th St • 2 BR apt $295 plueutl
262 t;2Troup-2BR apt $360 pkjsuH
424 1/2 S Summrt-etflc apt. $195 00 Okie
set
Steve Smith 352 8917
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM 352-4173 DAYS OR ISMSW EVE
AWKENOS.
AVAILABLE NOW
One 6 two bedroom apartments ■ turrvehed A
unfunsshed stsrtmg u $360 00 Oas 6 heat
Included Free campus shuttle
Wlnlhrop Tarrsce Apertments. 352-9136.
BIO IS BETTERI
Rockledge Manor Acts
2 bdrm. 2 bathe w/diehweehers
Cal today lo take a look i
RX MANAGEMENT 162082
DIGRENTALS
f*ceal Apertments In BOM!
1 unit left! 860 Scott Homaton. 2 btocka from
carnpua Modern, furnished. 2 bedroom units,
new carpeting, laundry tacaTnee, air conditioned, reserved parking. Maximum 4 persona
per unit 12 month lease $595.00: 9 month
lease $650 00 Available May or Auguat

287-42561287-4685
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE SPECIAL
1 bedrm. $S4i. Heel Incl
Lra, Efflc. $210. Heat Incl.
Now you can afford your own apt.
These specioua apts feeture
■Heal 6 water Incl.
■Furnished
'Convenient to carnpua
R.E MANAGEMENT
152-UM2
EXTRA LARGE. WONT LAST LONG
4 bdrm house, summer, 1 1/2 bathe, 1 bit. to
carnpua. al utes pd Cal 372-5526
For rent starting Fal 1990, 12 mo. laaaa only.
4 bedroom home 1/2 block from Oftenheuer
Towers Cal 1 -885-8307 after 7PM

WFAL IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR SALES MANAGER AND MARKET1NO DtflECTOfl FOR THE 19110-91 ACADEMIC YEAR. RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS ARE DUE ON FRIDAY MARCH 2ND.
QAM PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND MARKETING, AND POSSIBLY INTERNSHIP AND/OR CO-OP CREDIT. FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL BILL FORTHOFER AT
372-2195 OR STOP BY WFAL IN 120 WEST
HALL.

For Rant: 2 bedroom house
Summer onry 352-2932

Work it hours par areekend. Our company is
seeking emptoyses to perform unskilled Hghl
production work. Currant openings for a near
weekend sum- 7 ill hours on Saturday and
7 112 houra an Sunday. Plant location le only
2 blocks from BGSU carnpua The taw of
wage la I3.S5 per hour. If Interested In Has
wsskend atari, or M you oan work al leest IS
hours Monday thru Friday, call the office at
$64-2*44 or ptae. up an application al Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 421 Clough
Street, BowUng Green, Ohio.

Needed: SuClssasrs for oummerl 2 bdrm.. fum.
w/AC, balcony, low uti. dose to oampus. 2
montha rant free! CAI364-8822 anytime.

You can buBd extra income through a part-time
Isliaas For appointment, cal Tim or Jim at
353-6898

JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. tum./unfum
AC. as low as
$440/mo Heel included rates a aaehla. Ph.
364-8036
Looking for a place thia aummer? 2 people
needed to lublsaii 1 bdrm. house. Fum.
across street from carnpua. Spactoua Rooms
Negotiable 353-4982

Preferred Properoee la now leasing for aummer
and fal. Piedmont apertments end many of our
other asttngs are avaaable' Al reskMnts receive
e membership lo Cherrywood I least! Spa. Cal
352-9378
R.O. RENTALS 354 8800
Now leasing for'90-'91
1 bdrm apts to 4 bdrm homee
We slow pets
STAY CLOSEl
Carnpua Manor Apia.
• Free heat a A/C
'Batoonlee
•Walk to campus 8 Morse
•FunHahed
Cal Today 352-9302

FOR SALE
1980 Toyota Ceaca QT
Clean oar w/optlons Maintained,
11200 364 7143

reliable

1983 SAAB Red. great cond't. low meoege. 3
door. AMVFM cassette. a> cond eun roof. efec
wtnd. $6,000 or best offer. Cal Laura
354-4369
2 arane tickets to Ft. I auitenaaa Spring Break
CHEAP For more Into cal352 7838
20S OFF ON ALL MARY KAY PRODUCTS
LIMITED TIME ONLY. CALL PAM 362-4916
ANYTIME.

Cobra ratfo radar detector $ 100. Cal Jordan at
874-4400.

Greet tocetton

Summer rentals Apartments, houses, and
rooms. Cal Carty Rentata 362-7386
Two 2 bdrm apts. fum. A unfum avaaable tor
Fal I Spring 1990-91. Summer apartments
turn, t unfurn aleo I' llstlH. vTaage Green
Apertmenta. Cal anyttma 364-3633.
Two botm. -4 parson apts BO APTS 818,
622 2nd St. 9 i 12 mo. Isssss 362-7464
Altar 6pm 6 wkenda 823-7565
WANTED; 2 rmtee for aummer to share room hi
house on Pike St, 2 btocka from campus.
OnlyS60/mo
plus utll
Call Cindy al

354-9609
WANTED; Three br four non-smokers to aublaaaa our apartment this summer. Femalaa preferred Cal 372-4587 or 372-46S9 after 7PM

WE'RE NOT "CLOWNING" AROUND!!!
WE WANT TO REDUCE OUR INVENTORY
SO WE DON'T HAVE TO COUNT IT!!!
MARCH 5th & 6th

SUNDAY, MARCH 4th
SANDWICH AND CHIPS $2.00

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Monday ihru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

• ALL PROCEEDS GO TO MS SOCIETY *
(A NICKS PIG PRODUCTION)

byJohnBolssy

Fatman
e«£je//uO T>AS &et-rccwribeuce TO 8«>A
5uPc«-viLiAi"i. erooteT
Sen<5 P8o»es»ic»iAi-

OOOH , **r i» tyWEY f
DO *V1XJ tJHM TO K'UINf.O£aMT s>a*oix-aT?
t>0 TtKJ LjwaS TO
«03 I3USA4K.JV?

WHAT OA^4

Loft For Sate
Price lie go liable
Cat Laurie 372-3124

332-9951

MS UGLY BARTENDER CONTEST
SATURDAY MARCH 3rd

FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT

GtjeoncuetorrHtoelectnc guitar Excel cond
SI ,400 Must eel very soon Contact Jennifer.
363-7977

Mountains Nottneoelern Pannsykrenle. Lornken, PO So. 2MSO, Kenlrworth. NJ 07033
(t81)27»4MM

Apple Macintosh SE PC w/ snegewrlter II
printer 6 software. $2,000
Phone
1-423-6420 aRar 6:00 pm.

Preferred Properties

FREE- I am looking for a home I am an al btack
mala neutered de-dewed cat and have al my
shots Plssss CM 363-8190

Botand Dtgvlal Piano
4600 Senee Brand new. eakhg $2000 Paid
$3200 362-7101

HELP WANTED

Brother of the We
PeteMsUtle

PMS
-Pre-Menetruel Syndrome'
Thursday. March 1M Union Lenhert Baaroom
■ al 10:16. 11:16. 12:16. 1.16
by: SI Vincent Hospital Woman
Care Sponaored by: The Student Heellh Serviceand'TrMWer.

LIGHTS.
CAMERA,
FASHION

FOR IMMEDIATE HOUSING OR FOR SUMMER RENT: 1 frres to lease apartment ml 3
other oirts on 4th St. 2 bdmv, A/C Must be
friendly Only $103 75 par month * uM. Cal
soon 364-7926.

Athlete of the Week

Ptck-up appacetlone at
Maeti Alumni Center

NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND. CANCUN. MEXICO
From $299 00
R.T. air. R.T. translsrs. 7 nights hotel, cruise
beach parties, tree lunch, free admissions, hotel tanas A more Organize small group earn
FREE TRaP. For more Wormetlon cal tea tree
(800} 344-8360 or In Cl [800)622-6268

CALL: »tH-TOUfMU-a«uj7

ShjEp

TkaManton

MUDVOLLEYBALL

Jal-n-BalJef-n-Bol
Jas-n-Bal JM-n-Bei
Kappa Delta
March 10,1990

•ROTHER OF THE MONTH
•OBKOLLAR

MUDVOLLEY»ALL

Deedane March 16th
Sponsored by U A A

JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA

CCHA QUARTERFINALS
FALCON VS OHIO STATE
That weekend at Ice Arena
Tickets on sale al Memorial

Men: Have you ever been Involved In making
the dec»ion wan a girlfriend, spouse or friend
of whether or not to have an abortion? it so. and
you would be wMng to is* with me lor an article
on the mate's posit of view, pis as i cal Diane at
364 8622 or leave your name and phone * m
OCMB 2453 Octectk-e and al sources w* be
kept i.onflrtentla].
*

I

-DO POe»-

^ tjew^T- -no
fiat A SupajftVILLMht. r»a.

y~

TRlt> L.ITTL« OL4>
LACiie!*, An- caoaMkLeMUami*

M«*. ^CM-INS)OI-l .ZI0W4
MB. FLEMI" U»» tSoH. TMC
MO.

NO.
"""I

to ueaK coomc/

:'HAK'*W*t ^^^^l

No Other
Discounts

WE'RE HAVING A PRE-INVENTORY SALE!!!

A

PPV!

20% OFF ALL HARDBOUND & PAPERBACK
TRADEBOOKS!! (Textbooks excluded)
Sale applies to
books in stock

UNIVERSITY B00K8T0RE
STUDENT SERVICES BLDQ.
M-Frl. 8-5
Sat W

